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President's Council discusses SUB, Concourse
by Susan Rowe
The President's Council,
consisting of Dr. Neale Tayler,
President of WLU, Mike
Sutherland, WLUSU President,
Tom McCauley, WLUSU Vice-
President, Tom Sturrup, Commis-
sioner of University Affairs, Dean
Nichols, the Dean of Students and
Vice-Presidents, Dr. Venton and Dr.
Weir, meet the last Monday in every
month ofthe school year to discuss
related matters and keep each other
informed about what is happening.
At the meeting of October 29,
several matters were discussed
including the Student Union
Building, Homecoming and
Convocation.
The division of costs for the SUB
were finalized and ideas for the use
of the building were discussed.
Sutherland informed the
administration that they wanted'the
whole of the first floor to be owned
by WLUSU not jointly with the
university and said that they would
keep them informed about what
plans they made for the floor,
especially regarding the Operating
Procedures Agreement (OPA).
Under the OPA, WLUSU cannot
operate any that would
compete with one offered by the
university.
Vice-President: Controller, J.
Peter Venton expressed concern
over the proposed tuck shop to be
run by WLUSU, on the grounds that
it may violate the OPA. He was
reassured that it would not compete
with the Bookstore because it would
be selling different items such as
cigarettes, chips and chocolate bars
and would be combined with a
cheque-cashing service, lost and
found and ticket-selling booth, all
offering different services than the
Bookstore. The administration
approved of this idea.
The results of the survey on the
SUB, which will be available at the
Board of Directors meeting
November 4, will help to decide
what the first floor will be used for.
At the previous meeting of the
President's Council it. had been
proposed that Dr. Tayler look into
providing seating in the Concourse.
As a result Wes Robinson, Director
of Physical Plant and Planning, is
looking into the purchase ofbenches
for seating. J
Mutual congratulations were in
order for the success of Home-
coming. Dr. Tayler is looking
forward to more participation in the
future.
Convocation, October 28, was
also considered successful although
changes may be forthcoming in the
distant future with a view for
decreasing the cost.
There was a slight problem with
one of the nominees of a staff
member as a representative on the
Board of Governors.
A problem concerning JohnKarr,
nominated for the position of staff
representative on the Board of
Governors was discussed.
According to Sutherland, it was
brought to the attention of Dr.
Tayler by an unknown person that
Karr, Business Manager ofWLUSU
was a WLUSU staff member not a
WLU staff member so his name
should be stricken from the ballot.
This action was for the best in the
long run, Sutherland believes,
because of the legal ramifications if
Karr should make a tie-breaking
decision. WLUSU lawyers are now
working out an agreement with
WLU so thatWLUSU staffhave the
same rights as WLU staff. This
occurrence may transfer the hiring/
firing capabilities of WLUSU to
WLU, but would be fairer to the
four full-time employees of
WLUSU.
Mid-term on Sunday causes problems
by CarlFriesen
"It all boils down to a numbers
game" says Jim McCutcheon, who
is First-Year Coordinator,
explaining that with 1600 students
scheduled to write a Business 111
midterm, it was found necessary to
schedule the exam for a Sunday.
A makeup exam can be written
the next Monday night by students
who have "any legitimate reason"
for not writing on the Sunday,
McCutcheon says.
Concern has been voiced by cer-
tain elements in the university, most
notably by one of the chaplains, Bart
Beglo , thatSunday exams would
continue to be scheduled.
"Our position is that we're.opposed to it", Beglo says
speaking for the.group of chaplains
on campus, of which he is
chairperson this year.
His first concern is for what he
sees as the erosion of Sunday as a
day of rest. Part of this he calls a
"specifically religious" concern, but
is also concerned with the larger
social aspect, saying that we all need
a day of rest during the week, and
that this is especially important in a
university that operates six days a
week already as it is.
He is also concerned with the loss
of students' personal time to institu-
tional time, as the university is now
saying that the students must do this
specific thing—write an exam— on a
Sunday.
Beglo says he has talked with
McCutcheon in the Business
Department about the matter, and
that McCutcheon had told him that
anyone who for religious or other
valid reasons did not want to write
the midterm on Sunday may write
the Monday makeup.
About the makeup, Beglo says
"I'm not sure it's sufficient...but I'm
glad it's there. It provides protection
for individual rights."
One area where he thinks it may
not be sufficient is the case of some
students who are away from home
and support for religious values for
the first time and have never really
considered what they believe.
"Examsare supposed to be part of
the learning process" he says, and a
concern he sees is that this type of
thing will lead away from the idea of
Sunday as a day of rest. As the
Business students oftoday are often
the leaders of the future, he sees this
as being an important question.
"Concern of the people in
Seminary is very well taken" says
McCutcheon, who is'responsible for
scheduling the exam. He
acknowledges that it is a bad
solution to the problem of
scheduling the exam, "but the only.
feasible solution".
He says he recognizes that this
may be setting a precedent for
having other exams on a Sunday in
the future.
Difficulties, he says, were caused
by purely physical limitationsof the
building available for holding an
exam for this many people.
Of the 1600,650 can be placed in
the TA, he says, and the rest of the
WLU students will be writing in the
AC and in several rooms on the
fourth and fifth floors of the Central
Teaching Building. The 800students
from the University of Waterloo
who will be writing the exam will do
so in 13differentrooms on their own
campus, including the Great Hall in
Village 2.
Due to the natue of the exam itself
and the need for a large desk to
accomodate calculators, scratch-
pads, and the exam booklets,
McCutcheon feels it necessary that
all students have a table to write at
instead of the tabletsprovided at the
seats in many classrooms. On the
Sunday, everyone will be able to use
a desk.
He says that the university had
been tryingto programa date up to 5
months ahead, but the only time
available when sufficient facilities
could be found at one time, was the
evening ofFriday, Oct. 19. This was
considered too soon to write the
midterm, he says, as the teachers
would not have covered therequired
material by that date.
McCutcheon says that on
weeknights no classrooms are
available, partly because of the
many extension courses offered in
the evening by the university. On
weekends, too, he says, there is a
tremendous demand for space.
Alternatives such as holding the
exam off campus in places such as
churches and Laurel Collegiate were
considered, but he says that in this
case the problem becomes not space
but that of providing tables and
chairs.
McCutcheon feels that
consistency is important, and for
this reason the scheduling of several
exams on different nights was not
considered feasible, because
different tests wouldhave to be used.
The wording would have had to
have been changed and some tests
would be more difficult thanothers.
Dr. Tayler, President of the
university, says that he was not
aware of the Sunday scheduling
until told by the chaplain.
He hopes a way can be found
around this problem in the future.
Regarding the observance of
religious days of rest, Tayler points
out that Moslem students here have
to write on Fridays, and that
"Jewish students have been writing
on Saturdays for years".
Jim Wilgar, Registrar of the
university, says that although the
Registrar's office has on occasion
assisted in scheduling a midterm
when requested, his department was
not asked to help schedule the
Business 111 midterm.
Wilgar says that his office could
have helped, but that the scheduling
might not necessarily have been
completely conflict free.
He says that the Christmas exam
for Business 111 has already been
tentatively scheduled for Saturday,
Dec. 8 at 2:00 p.m.
When asked why his department
is able to schedulethis exam without
going to a Sunday, Wilgar says that
during the Christmas exam period
there are no classes and that the
Registrar's office has priority in
scheduling the use of many of the
university's facilities. He adds that
in the first-term final, several class-
rooms will be used that will not be
used for the November midterm.
Rev. Bart Beglo is concerned with loss of Sunday as day ofrest.
Big welcome
Today WLU welcomes between
400 and 600 high school students on
campus for WLU Day, said Art
Stephen, Liaison Officer.
At 9:30 the high school students
met in the Theatre Auditorium.
From there they were takenon tours
of the campus.
One of the special presentations
given for WLU Day was a physics
demonstration of Lasers, Lights,
and Electronics. Dr. Laurence
Toombs, an archaeology professer,
gave an illustrated lecture on the
tomb of King Tutankhamen.
Throughout the day, seminars
were given on Co-op to explain the
system and its benefits.
Stephen said students come from
all over the province. Last year
visitors came from as far as
Kingston and Sault Ste. Marie.
However, most come from within an
80-mile radius of the campus.
A high proportion of the visitors
will apply, Stephen stated. Of the V*
which apply, approximately Vi will
register.
WLU's thirteenth convocation was held October 28 at the Kitchener Memorial Auditorium. The
President and Vice-Chancellor, Dr. Neale Tayler, presented Janet Lang Boland to theChancellor,
the Honourable JohnBlack Aird, for thedegree ofDoctor ofLaws, honoris causa.The Honourable
Madame Justice Boland then addressed the members of the Convocation. Three hundred and
twenty-four undergraduates and twenty-three graduates commenced at the ceremony.
Special concessions for WLU grad students
by Mary Sehl
Thinking of going to graduate
school? If your answer is yes, you
had better start thinking about
money,
Each year the Ontario Graduate
Scholarship Program provides
awards of$1,600 per term for 1,200
graduate students with high
academic achievement. The only
other government-sponsored
awards for graduate studentsare the
100 awards provided by the federal
government, and theyare not easy to
get.
Those students considering
graduate studies at WLU may be
interested to learn that special
concessions have been granted to
WLU, due to its smaller size, along
with the four "emerging"
universities, Brock, Lakehead,
Laurentian and Trent. This allows
WLU to nominate nine students
who have applied for an Ontario
Graduate Scholarship to receive
scholarships which can be used at
WLU alone.
Sandra Woolfrey, executive
assistant to the Dean of Graduate
Studies, claims that WLU obtains
their nominees from those students
who are not immediately offered a
scholarship, but Who have been
placed on a reversion list in the event
that some awards are refused.
Students interested in receiving an
Ontario Graduate Scholarship have
to obtain an application from the
Faculty of Graduate Studies, and
submit it along with a transcript of
marks, letters of recommendation
from two professors, and a copy of
the Departmental Rating, to
graduate school. Woolfrey describes
the Departmental Rating as a
ranking by the Department
Chairman of all students in the
department.
A maximum of four Ontario
Graduate Scholarships may be
received by each student. Appli-
cants must enroll as full-time
students. Graduate students who
have previously received a
scholarship must reapply, and will
not be given any preference.
Students who receive a
scholarship may accept part-time
work of no more thanan average of
ten hours per week. Woolfrey says
this limit has been imposed to ensure
that students concentrate on their
studies and maintain a full-time
status.
Woolfrey emphasizes that any
fourth year students even
considering graduate studies should
apply for an Ontario Graduate
Scholarship. As yet there has been a
poor response from fourth-year
students.
Deadlines for applicants are
November 15, or at the absolute
latest, December 1.
Dr. Berzi is the Dean of Graduate Studies
Students must initiate achievement ofgoals
by Heidi McCauley
The "Student Success Program"
was launched in 1978by Counselling
and Career Services (CCS) headed
by Berry Calder in order to
determine the comprehensive goals
and aspirations of freshmen
students before they began theirfirst
academic year. The aim of this
program is to assist all students in
their endeavours by directing them
to the resources available oncampus
and via the formation ofdiscussion
groups and/or personal sessions
with counsellors. Dale Fogle,
connected with CCS, stresses that
this department is open to both
formats in the attempt to attain the
level of performance the student
wishes.
A questionnaire was issued to all
WLU prospective freshmen this past
summer and some of the results are
indeed startling. In general terms,
the potential WLU students
indicated a diverse range of
extracurricular activities they
wanted to pursue, including
increased involvement in athletics,
enlarging one's milieu, improving
one's rhetorical skills and boosting
self-confidence. Data was collected
from 450 highschool graduates who
had been accepted to WLU;
approximately one-half of the
recipients from these future WLU
students proved to be optimistic,
primarily because the questionnaire
dealt exclusively with goals and
ideals.
It seems remarkable that more
men in the faculty ofBusiness (57%)
maintained that they intended on
striving toward "equality between
the sexes in dating relationships" as
opposed to 42% of female business
majors who placed this goal in their
list of extracurricular priorities. The
nature of this "equality" remains an
isolated issue of conjecture for it
may connote equity in the extent of
desire and frequency of casual
dating; 65% of the males polled
expressed more ardour for dating
whereas a mere 48% of their female
counterparts attached a great deal of
importance to regular dating.
Significantly, over half of first
year female business students
displayed a keen motivation to
become more intensively involvedin
a steady sports program than did the
corresponding males.
With respect to the academic
sphere, more women (85%)
indicated an urge to upgrade their
public speaking capacity and
therefore improve their self-
confidence versus 72% of first-year
men. In the same context, Arts
freshmen of both genders appeared
to be more concerned with elevating
their personal degree of self-
confidence in the dimension of
career ambitions than Business
freshmen. Perhaps this lack of self-
confidence stems from the fear that
Arts graduates are not as
employable as the more socioeco-
nomically prepared Business
graduates in this era. On the whole,
the bulk of the first-year students
expressed determination to improve
study skills and habits. As Dale
Fogle surmised, "University is a
time when individualscan break out
of their old habits". That could be
interpreted as meaning that
university students have the
opportunity and devices to incor-
porate their ulterior objectives into
the academic framework.
In order to accomplish this
combination of activities, the CCS
has set up numerous programs
dealing with various common goals,
and consequently, barriers
preventing one from realizing them.
For example, every student has no
doubt noticed posters scattered
throughout WLU's corridors
publicizing the Study Skills
Improvement Program (SSP) or the
Public Speaking Program offeredby
the CCS. Ironically and tragically
many students who suffer inhibition
or lack of self-discipline which bars
them from fulfilling their academic
and social goals cannot summon the
courage to contact the CCS or the
pertinent resource people to
conquer their specific problems.
Although the CCS hopes to interact
with every department at WLU in
order to provide the necessary
information for those who do not
know whom to reach when in need
of supplementary help, Mr. Fogle
intimated a shortage of crucial
coordination with faculty members.
For instance, if a professor becomes
aware of some certain problem
experienced by a student whether it
affects his academic performance or
not, should he/she advise that
individual to turn to some other
source to develop or try to eliminate
some aspect of his/her social
methodology?
Finally, the SSP is designed to
encourage students with stumbling
blocks they wish to overcome or
hobbies they want to merge with
their academic program to get in
touch with the CCS. It is absolutely
astonishing how many fellow
students share similar problems and
interests with one and how a
discussion/social group or an
interview on a one-to-one basis can
facilitate the realization of one's
goals.
The CCS has already initiatedand
observed the establishment of
interest groups from which students
have benefitted.
The student at large merely has to
take the first step to investigate the
prospects and, subsequently, to
participate in these groups to
achieve their goals and meet a
multitude of new people—despite
everyone's alleged lack of time!
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Do you know where you're going?
—PCS can help
by Karen Kehn
Do you have the "I-don't-know-
where-I-am-going-but-I-am-going-
nowhere-in-a-hurry Blues"? Did
hearing "Get a Job" by the
Silhouettes make you stop and
think?
These songs were played by
Placement and Career Services
(PCS) to draw students' attention to
PCS's informationbooth which was
set up in the Concourse this past
week.
The week of October 29 to
November 2 was set asideas Ontario
Career Week by the Ministry of
Colleges and Universities, the
Ministry of Community and Social
Services, and other related
government agencies and certain
industries.
Lou Pike, Career Program Co-
ordinator, said the purpose of the
week was to show students that there
are jobs available if one knows how
to get them.
Ninety percent of the WLU Arts
students who replied to a survey got
a job within six months of
graduation. The figure was slightly
higher for Business graduates—94
per cent gof a job.
Through Career Planning groups
the student can learn what he has to
offer to an employer. PCS also
teaches job search techniques such
as interview skills and resume
writing.
According to a recent survey of
graduates, students who were well-
prepared and started job hunting
early got jobs more frequently than
those who started laterand were not
prepared.
If a student wants to research a
particular company, PCS has a
computer file listing 1000
companies. For those who haven't
made up their mind, there is
information on almost every career
to help "broaden or narrow" a
student's career focus. Literature
about other universities is available
as well.
Jan Basso, Career Information
Co-ordinator, and Lou Pike were at
the booth all week to supply
informationand materials on career
assessment, skill, and job related
values.
Along with music, PCS presented
several five minute programs on a
variety of occupations discussed by
people in those particular careers.
One of the video taped programs, all
of which were supplied by the
Ontario Education Communica-
tional Authority, discussed women
in the work field.
Pike said the booth was open from
11:30 until 1:30 because most
students were at school at that time
of the day. In the first half hour on
Monday, 75 students stopped at the
booth.
PIC
BY
BRUCE
BURGOYNE
The PCS booth has been situated in the Concourse, for
Ontario's Career Week.
Mud in basement no deterrent
to off- campus residents
by CarlFriesen
Off-campus residences, a new idea
at WLU, are now doing fairly well
despite some problems, especially at
the beginning of the year.
The two residences, one for men
and one for women, each house 42
students, mostly in their first year.
The university is responsible for
selecting students who will live in
these buildings, and appoints
residence dons, but financial
arrangements are between the
students themselves and the owners
of the buildings.
Number 10 Hickory Street is the
women's residence. With four
apartments for six residents and two
with nine, therent is still the same as
it would be for a student in on-
campus housing.
The people living there say that
they in general like the place
although there are still a good many
things that cause problems.
Marilyn Morris, one of the dons,
says that there is inadequate storage
space and only one cupboard for
each resident in the kitchen. As yet
no fire-extinguishers have been
provided. As long ago as late
August, the owner had agreed to
provide certain things such as
dressers and desk lamps, Morris
says, but has not yet done so.
Some of the other residents say
the roof leaks, and there is mud in
the basement. For a long time, they
say, the owner would not provide
toasters or kettles, and those living
in the basement finally had to go out
and buy their own sofa.
Most of the time, they say, they
"just laugh it off'and don't take
these problems very seriously.
Perhaps a more serious problem is
the noise in the place. The building is
built in a rather open style, and since
the walls are made of drywall and
are rather thin, noise from one part
of the apartments travels quite far.
The men's residence, at the corner
of Columbia and King, looks a bit
more like a conventional apartment
building.
It contains six units which each
have two single rooms, two doubles
and a kitchen, lounge, bathroom,
and balcony.
Like Hickory Street, this building
was also not completed by the time
school started in the fall, and most
residents were sleeping on
mattresses on the floor at first.
Randy Elliott, one of the dons,
says that the builder was under
pressure both from theresidentsand
the university to get the building
finished as soon as possible, so he
used the quickest methods which
were not always the best. Elliot says
that the owneradmits that this is the
first time he's ever built a student
residence, and so didn't know what
to provide. One example is
bookshelves which are not installed
yet.
People living in the building say it
is better than residence on campus,
being quieter, with cement walls all
the way around. They don't have to
buy a meal ticket, unlike on-campus
students, although most are on the
supper only meal plan and make
their own meals at other times.
They say that the first threeweeks
or so were bad as the owner had not
provided desks, phone hookups,
and other essentials, but things have
improved.
Socially, they say the residents of
the building do not have quite the
cohesiveness that those of on-
campus residents have. The units
of six are isolated, especially as the
doors to the common hallway are
often kept closed to cut down on the
noise.
Generally, however, the students
living there enjoy it andprefer it over
on-campus residence. Elliot says it's
"an excellent alternative" to on-
campus residence.
Fred Nichols, Dean of Students,
says he is generally quite pleased
with the way that the off-campus
residences have been working out.
Another residence for 60 students
is definitely planned for opening in
the fall of 1980, he says, built on a
plan similar to the Columbia Street
building. This building plan includes
a common room for table tennisand
other games. The Dean adds that
other builders in the area have come
to him asking him to help them with
similar plans.
These new buildings, he hopes,
will allow him to guarantee
residence-type housing to every new
student coming to WLU. Recruiting
by the Registrar's Office will be
easier, he says, if new students are
guaranteed that they will not have to
search for an apartment when they
arrive in K.-W.
More off-campus residences are
tentatively planned, says the Dean,
and there may be one for returning
students as well.
The situation in the men's off-campus residence has improved.
PIC
BY
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comment
I don't really want to choke on my words but maybe I was wrong.
Last week I commended students at WLU for their spirit—closing
my eyes to the letter I receivedabout vandalism—possibly thework of
students. Because another letter on theft by students has been sent to
me, I can't ignore this problem any longer.
I was always under the impression that by the time people got to
university they were adults. To me this word implies a degree of
maturity and responsibility.-'
Maturity was not one of the traits of the 'students' who allegedly
stole a few $50 potted evergreens and an antique brass plaque from
Dr. Voelker's office and, in a separate incident, two signs from the
Wing quarters.
Both Dr. Voelker and Norman Bennett, Vice-president of the Wing
club, have expressed a good natured—as far as possible within the
circumstances—explanation to this vandalismand theft. They said the
students did it in 'fun.
If students did these actions in 'fun', their idea of the word is far
different from mine. What 'fun' is there in an action which is against
the law and which is a denial ofbasic humanresponsibilities? Is it fun
to prove the close-minded opinion that students are destructive and
irresponsible?
Well it maybe fun for some, but it's not for therest ofus who do not
appreciate bearing a reputation which we did not contribute to in
any way.
What if the actions in question were not done by students? It would
be great to be able to know that for sure. The point is why do these
people think that students are the most likely candidates for such
works? Why would they even think of us?
Both of the gentlemen who wrote of these 'thefts' urged the students
to return the stolen merchandise. No questions asked.
This brings back ghosts of an event which occurred on campus in
the first week of school. A colour television was stolen from B3
Willison. The thiefor thieves are unknown in this case,but this timeit
was students who were the victims.
We all are outraged at students being ripped off—but what about
the victims of those fun nights after the pub on the way to a party?
Do students have to supply facts to back the one-time fallacy that
they are a shifty, dishonest bunch?
Maybe these thefts were committedby non-students. Maybe wecan
pretend UW students stole the property.
A lot of maybes and questions which should not exist; that is, if we
are adults.
* * *
Things are going too far.
Last year I wrote an editorial saying I needed my coffee break from
10:00 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. This year I'm compelled to say I need a day
which I can be sure ofbeing free from exams. I need a day I can devote
entirely to studying or writing essays. It appears that this fundamental
need—more important than coffee time—will not be filled in the
future.
On Sunday, November 4 an exam has been scheduled.
Regardless of possible religious conflicts, this move disturbs the
peace of mind of many students. Is there no day we will be free of
academic pressures—if we so desire it and if we can afford it?
It's gone too far. Expanding the academic week to include more
classes on Friday (to save money—after all WLU only has $4 million
to fall back upon) is one thing. But including Sundays is another.
This is not WLU's style. It usually has some consideration for the
student.
Karen Kehn
Editor
WLU seems to be willing to do more for its*students and keep in
touch with them more than other universities.
Two examples of this are the Dean's Advisory Council (DAC) and
the President's Council, both rarely found outside of WLU.
The DAC provides a way for students to be judged and fairly
punished by other students for their crimes committed on campus,
and for their actions to be kept confined to the campus, instead of
dealt with publicly.
This is only one way that the Dean of Students, Dean Nichols stays
in touch with the students. He is also responsible for a variety of
student services and is always there to help any student withany kind
of problem.
He is also on the President's Council. Thisbody keeps the students
and the administration in touch with each other. The student's
council, which is presumably in touch with the students' needs and
wishes through various means, relays these feelings to the
administration at theirmonthly meetings. In turn, thePresident, Vice-
Presidents and Dean of Students provide input about their
commitments, expectations and feelings.
Perhaps the fact that WLU is a relatively small university, and
proud of it, makes this communication between the students and
administration easier than where there are a multitude of students
who are for the most part unable to get in touch with such people.
Whatever the explanation, it provides one more reason for students
at WLU to be proud of their school—good relations and mutual co-
operation between the students and the traditionally "big bad"
administration.
Susan Rowe
\ News Editor,
letters
Not ready
for disuse
On Sunday, November 4, a long-
standing tradition at WLU may pass
away. Sixteen hundred students will
take a Business 111 Mid-term exam-
ination on a Sunday.
Traditions have a lifeof their own.
They often move from a period of
significance to a period of insignifi-
cance and eventual disuse. We are
not convinced that the tradition of
Sunday as a day of rest is ready for
the "disuse" file. Obviously, if
everyone agreed with us, we would
all observe the Sabbathaccording to
our religious traditions.
However, even traditions change.
In our society, Sunday is
increasingly observed not as a
religious day of rest so much as it is
observed as a day of rest from work.
For us in the University, this means
that six days a week we hold classes
and exams. The seventh day is
different.
As Chaplains we oppose this
exam being given on a Sunday. At
the same time we are not unsympa-
thetic to the difficulty of scheduling
a Mid-term exam for this many
students. Therefore, we would
encourage members of the
university community at WLU to
offer alternative solutions for
scheduling this exam. We would be
willing to forward these suggestions
to the appropriate people.
The Rev. Bart Beglo.
on behalfof the WLU Champlains
Day of rest
We, the Lutheran Student
Movement on campus, were
disturbed to learn during this past
week of thescheduling ofa mid-term
for approximately 1600 business
students on Sunday, November 4,
1979. We as individuals and as
members of a Christian group on
campus would like to register our
opposition and upset at this
decision.
We hold the Sabbath to be a day
set apart from the pressures and
concerns of therest of the week. The
institution of the practice of exam-
writing onSundays isanother step in
the deterioration of the significance
and observance of this special day.
WLU started as a school with
Christian values, but these are being
pushed aside in the name of
efficiency. Even for those to whom
the day is ofno religious import,it is
essential as a day of release from
academic tensionsand expectations.
There are alternatives to scheduling
an exam on Sunday and they should
be followed.
The danger of a Sunday-
scheduled exam lies in the possibility
of its becoming accepted as a
precedented practice. We urge both
the students and faculty affected by
this decision to make clear their ob-
jections to ward off any similar
occurrences in the future.
The Lutheran Student Movement
What t-shirts?
In response to the article entitled
"No Wet T-Shirts", I would like to
know what happened to the
Funniest T-Shirt contest. I risked
my neck at half-time to drive with a
friend to pick up, what we thought
would be, the funniest t-shirt this
side ofLaurel Creek. Turned out we
wasted gas and a good half hour of
refreshment time to run home for it.
Not only did I have to settle for a tie
football game but I didn't even get a
chance to win the $25 to drown my
sorrows in. What a rip off! What I
want to know is who absconded with
the cash?
Julie Montagano
No money
OSAP Running Smoothly!!!
(Cord, Oct. 25th).
OSAP has been 'running' more
like a cranky Ford on a cold day in
my case. My summer assistance
didn'tcome in until after the courses
were over, and according to my
MPP, "the arrival of my fall
assistance is still two weeks away. I
applied April 9th. The OSAP people
certainly do make a few mistakes—
my fall application has been rejected
twice (that I am aware of) by their
computer because of mistakes made
by "our public servants".
I won't go intothe gorey details of
all the problems which I have had to
with OSAP (I am certainly not the
only one), but would like to remind
everyone that usually for a system to
improve its output, it needs
improved input: let the Toronto
office, your MPP and anyone else
know if you are not satisfied with the
way that OSAP is "running".
Also, note that the WLU Awards
Office cannot help someone in my
position, ie. an independant student
without parental support or savings.
Emergency loans are not available
until the third week of October and
then only if you have paid your
tuition and fees. Obviously a person
in the above position can't cough up
$834. The only solution is a short-
term bank loan, now at about 20%
interest. It does seem unfair that in
WLU's strong financial position it
won't help out in emergency
situations of this kind: lack of
money is more that justa "slight in-
convenience" as Mr. Braden has
said to me, it is a real drain. For
example, a drain on energy (eating
nothing but popcorn), on time
(running and phoning around trying
to find out when your money will
come in etc.), on relations with your
landlord (they don't appreciate your
rent being two months late), on
academic work (if you can't afford
needed books and if you can't
concentrate because you haven't
been eating properly), a drain on
friends (how many timescanyou ask
them to 'pay foryou'), etc. etc. Most
ofall, lack of moneyis anemotional
drain: last year I came within two
days of quitting school.
So please everyone, support
OSAP and let it be known if you are
not satisfied with it, don't let
university become solely for "rich
kids only".
Ar*. E. Miller
Bad taste
It's too bad that the only taste
some people have is in their mouth.
The majority of today'spop music is
like a stagnent cesspool, in which we
are all drowning. New wave music
can be alikened to a life preserver
which keeps us from drowning in
that vile swill called commercial
"Music". I suspect that the writer of
the "It's Junk" letter in last week's
Cord (Vol. 20, No. 7) has been
exposed to that mindless
commercial pop trash for so long
that addiction has resulted. I hear
that the only cure for addiction of
this type is electro-shock therapy.
This should cure the mind rotting
dependance to the likes of Styx and
Barry Manilow.
Lan MacDonald
Poor answers
In reference to the question of the
week presented in the Cord last
week, "Did the Year of the Child do
any good", we would like to
respond.
We feelas we are sure many others
do, that the point of the question as
well as the meaning of "The Year of
the Child" was grossly misunder-
stood. If the answers from the
respondents to the above question
was any indication of their
perception of the purpose and the
goal of having a year dedicated to
the awareness of children in the
world, then, we, as a society are in
poor shape! The few responses, for
example, that recommended that;
"It should be introduced into the
Psych department" and "Laurier
should try to do something...maybe
through the Psych department,"
have either missed the whole point
of the Year of the Child or they all
are an example of; 'Let's pass the
buck", syndrome. Perhaps we
should all take a closer look at the
dilemmas of children and recognize
the fact that we areall responsible as
individuals to make our own
personal committment to the Year
of the Child.
Eileen (coffee and donut lady) put
it best when she said; "You don't
have to have a Year of the Child.
' Every year shouldbe the Year of theChild." Lisa Wilkens,
Linda Munsfield
Missing signs
We are requesting the aid of your
paper to enable us to recover TWO
signs which were removed from the
corner of Weber St. North and
Dutton Drive. These signswere only
recently put there to enable visitors
to find the Wing quarters, and cost
the veterans $200.00 to have made.
It has been suggested that these
signs were "Captured" by a groupof
local students, thus this letter to you
and also the U. of W. Imprint. If this
is the case then we say—O.K.! you
have had your fun, Nowcan we have
our signs back, please. NO
QUESTIONS ASKED if they are
returned to the Wing or phone 884-
-1272 after 10 a.m. or myself 578-
-3982 or 742-0621 and we will
arrange to pick up. I repeat, NO
QUESTIONS ASKED.
These signs were not insured.
Thank you,
Norman Bennet,
Vice President,
Public Relations Officer.
Thanks!
A special 'thank you' is extended to
Margot Snyder for her steady hand.
She held the enlarger inplace after a
restraining belt was broken on it..
Again this week the Cordstaff was
aided by the flying fingers of Deb
Stalker and Kate Harley. Maureen
Killen also pitched in to make things
go a littlefaster.
Deb Slatterie was close at hand to
help us in many ways.
Thanks, gang. What a team!
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You can't win:
Interest rates and national interest
by Scott McAlpine
Recently, The Bank of Canada
announced an increase of the bank
rate to 14%. This was met by
increases of interest rates charged to
consumers by the chartered banks.
The interest rate on consumer loans
now stands at approximately
14.75%. All this is supposedly in
response to similar increases in U.S.
interest rates and is based on the
assumption that in order to
maintain the present value of the
Canadian dollar and to retain the
current level of investment relative
to that of the USA, the Canadian
interest rates must be tied to those of
the U.S.
However, there are various
implications of such an increase in
interest rates that deserve mention.
One of these is of course that they
make consumer loans more
expensive. Assuming that people
will in fact borrow less money as a
result of the higher cost ofdoing so,
increases in the interest rates can be
seen as contractionary to the
economy and may actually reduce
inflation caused by excess demand
for goods and services.
However, there is no reason to
assume that consumers, believing
somehow that interest rates may in
fact rise even further, will curb
demand and they may in fact
increase demand for higher ticket
price goods and services hoping to
take advantage oflower present that
future interest rates.
Also, the fact that increases in
Canadian interest rates seem to be
proportional to increases in US
interest rates essentially ties the
Canadian economy to the US in
order to maintain the current value
of the Canadian dollar in terms of
the US dollar. However, as the US
economy slowly moves out recession
into depression, the value of the $US
on World markets diminishes. As
the value of the $US diminishes the
value of the$CDN tends to follow in
terms of world prices.
Furthermore, as the interest rate
increases, it can be shown that
corporate investment in new plant
and equipment will decrease as a
higher rate of return can be realized
by putting the money dedicated to
expansion into securities—notably
interest bearing securities such as
bonds or mortgages. As investment
declines, securities price will tend to
diminish as funds are transferred
from shares to generally higher
yielding bonds by both firms and
private individuals.
The economy will grow at a-,
slowerrate and the stock market will
begin a downward trend. This trend
can only be accelerated by further
increases in the interest rate.
Thus, as interest rates rise, the
incentive to finance new expenditure
through the issue of bonds or
through the outright borrowing of
money from financial institutions
either increases or decreases
depending upon expectations of
future interest rates and
profitability.
However, in so far as the
consumer is concerned, Clark's
mortgage interest tax deductability
scheme and any effects it may have
had on stimulating demand in the
housing sector has been counter-
acted by increases in the interest
rate. Savings by consumers in the
form of bank deposits in savings
accounts are likely to increase as
interest rates on deposits now range
from about 11% to 11.25%. This
compares favourably to therecently
announced 11% (first year) yield on
the current issue of Canada Savings
Bonds.
In conclusion, the Clark
government seems again to lack
direction in its economic policy and
is on the one hand attempting to
stimulate demand by implimenting
the mortgage interest tax deducta-
bility scheme and on the other hand
reducing demand by successive
increases in the interest rate. All this
to preserve the value of the
Canadian dollar in terms of the
falling value of the US dollar seems
to me to be a rather simplistic non-
approach to the problems of the
Canadian economy. However, in
this rather simplistic analysis, it is
unclear exactly what the effect of
such increases in the interest rates
will be and indeed it appears that the
Bank of Canada is experimenting
with the future of the economy and
perhaps with the future of the Clark
government.
Catalogue of destruction
by CarlFriesen
Are you in the market for a 2400-
-ton guided missile frigate? How
about some 155 mm fieldhowitzers?
or a good, versatile and inexpensive
sub-to-sub torpedo?
One publication where you'll find
all these items advertised is
Jane's Weapons Systems. This
rather hefty annual does its best to
list every weapons system currently
in use throughout the world, with as
many details and providing as many
photographs as possible.
It's just thereference work needed
by Third World generals, air
marshals, and admirals when they
need to compare what's for sale
from the industrialised West. It's the
Yellow Pages of the armaments
industry.
Listed in the advertising section in
a full colour ad under a bright red
headline reading "Stop them at
once" are Valtec Italiana anti-
personnel and anti-tank land mines.
Like a farmer dusting crops, these
are to be dropped in quantity from
aircraft. The text reads in part:
"Inaccessable zones, impenetrable
forests...rendered dangerous by
guerilla elements can all be rendered
impracticable at a moments notice.
Fitted with a present electronic anti-
displacement system for pro-
grammed area sterilisation".
Israel Aircraft Industries offers
"the free world's only combat-
proven sea-to-sea missile and
weapons system"—the Gabriel, of
Middle-East war theatre fame.
Vickers, the venerable English
armaments company, has an ad with
pictures of warships to which its
naval guns have already been fitted.
In the centre of the ad is a circle with
a drawing of a ship superseded by a
question mark and the words, "Next
—your ship?"
Vickers is not the only long time
weapons maker still offering to do
business. Emerson Electric is
retailing its "Emerlic 30"—a 30 mm
naval gun mount, featuring large
ready ammo storage, high
performance, low weight, and low
cost.
Creusot-Loire ofFrance offersits
two hundred years of experience in
the field of heavy armaments.
Going by this volume, it would
seem that France is one of the
world's leading armaments sellers.
Italy and the United Kingdom are
quite prolific as well. Perhaps more
surprisingly, Sweden, which was
neutral in the Second World War
and is home of many peacefully-
minded organizations such as the
one that distributes the Nobel
Prizes, is a principal weapons
supplier as well. Its Bofors
ordinance company—makers of
excellent and highly popular guns of
all kinds—offers many types for sale
here.
Switzerland, also, is in the busi-
ness with its 30 mm twin naval
antiaircraft gun made by Oerlikon-
Buhrle of Zurich. Elsewhere in the
text, it is noted that the Swiss
company MOWAG has had
excellent success in selling its 4 x 4
armoured vehicles around the
world, especially in South America.
The greatest part of the book is
divided into sections, such as
ground, naval and airborne radar,
army ordinance, armoured fighting
vehicles, and strategic weapons.
Information about the capabilities
of the weapons of some countries,
such as the Soviet Union, is more
limited than for most Western
countries, but the compilers do their
best to be comprehensive.
So here we have the world's
weapons, nicely set out with their
specifications like a Sears catalogue;
and with ads for high-explosive
shells like ads for typewriters, and
Leopard II tanks being sold like
Jeep CJ7's.
The whole book, despite its
subject, seems to be rather far from
the very real horror that is true war.
As the saying goes, "the only
difference between men and boys is
the price of their toys". Perhaps one
other important difference in this
case is the fact that toy tanks and
guns do not kill people; thereal ones
described in the book do. And when
the leaders of a country have the
capability, especially if the leaders
happen to be generals or colonels,
the temptation to see what a real
TOW looks like blowing up a real
tank with real people inside may well
be irresistable.
In the foreward, the 1978edition
notes, "Since death is one of the
design criteria of much of the
hardware that is the subject matter
of this book, it would be coy to the
point ofdishonesty to eschew the use
of the word".
Death and war will probably
always be with us. Because of this,
maybe Jane'sWeapons Systems ful-
fills a necessary role. Since poor
countries and rich ones too cannot
really afford the tremendous
expenditure of captial and human
resources taken up by armed forces,
but are forced to because ofoutside
pressures, this book at least helps
them to spend their money as wisely
as possible.
It is a sad conditionof affairs that
countries such as Peru must spend
scarce reserves of hard currency
buying their weapons from the
already too wealthy nations of the
industrialized West.
But perhaps this will continue to
be so as long as leaders continue to
choose war as being the ultimatetest
of strength in international
diplomacy.
Question of the Week
by CarlFriesen
Do you believe in UFO's?
Jim Palmer
Ist year Economics
Sure I believe in UFO's—with the
vast size of the Universe it would be
illogical toassume therewould be no
other life. There are a lot of
phenomena you can't really explain
any other way.
Bruno Fast
4th year Honours German
I think that UFO's exist—because I
have a definite belief in the
irrational. We cannot absolutely say
that they do not exist, and I believe
that the government has hushed
things up.
Judy Gibson
|Qualifying YearReligion andCulture
I think UFO's exist because there is
jtriuch beyond what science already
Iknows. Many people have seen
UFO's but are afraid people will
think they're crazy if they report
them. Still, they're not beyond
man's capability to imagine.
Cathy Rivers
4th year Honours Business
Until I see one I won't believe in
them. It's a phenomena that is still
very speculative, and it seems to be
all the out-to-lunch people who
believe in it.
Ruth Vale
4th year Archaeology
I don't disbelieve in them. I don't
think being rational defines the
liuniverse, and the sum of ourknowledge is not the sum of reality.There is a lot we don't know.
andme...
I don't know. The question of absolutely necessary to answer.
UFO's is one of life's great Some t.iingsjust don't worry meand
ponderables I don't consider this is one of them.
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Reggie's Corner
JANUARY ADMISSION IS being offered again in 1980.The
session runs from January 2 and one may enrol in Arts,
Science orBusiness Administration. Wehope that our readers
will pass the news on to friends and acquaintances including
former WLU students who may wish tobegin again. A student
can complete up to three credits from January until April and
continue at Intersession and/or Summer Session if desired
before resuming studies in September. Brochures are available
in the Admissions Office.
Until next week,
REGGIE.
WLURO WLURO WLURO WLURO WLURO WLURO WLURO
ENTERTAINMENT
Apocalypse Now!
by Bea McMillan
This movie has achieved the most
publicity ofany newmovie this year.
At an estimated $35 million expense,
no wonder. At one point in the
filming an act of God, a tornado,
swept through the set destroying
much ofthecamera'equipment. Was
this a sign? Was this the beginning of
the revelation(definition of
apocalypse)?
Apocalypse Now wasarevelation
of sorts in other ways. The filming of
the lengthy movie is terrific. It is very
clear, distinct, and some angle shots
were very effective; especially those
close-ups. This movie was brilliant
from two further angles—design
and special effects. I sat in awe
throughout the duration absorbing
the magnificent kaleidoscope of
colour before my eyes. The wide
screen at the Lyric added to the
effect of the collage ofscenic colours
which to me (being in Geography)
seemed out of this world! Jack
English, the location co-ordinator,
did a magnificent job in this respect.
Everything looked real, expansive,
all encompassing and immense.
There was not one dull moment
from a visual point of view.
The plot was laid out at the
beginning of the feature. Captain
Willard played by Robert Duvall is
itching for an assignment. He is an
assassin who has worked for
intelligence and counter intelligence
in the past. This mission puts him in
his element...He is to hunt out, find,
and dispose of one Colonel Walter
E. Kurtz, a high ranking American
officer in the U.S. Army, presently in
Cambodia the centre of war action.
We follow along enroute with the
Captain on his top secret mission
which even his companions do not
know about. (This sounds much like
a James bond escapade so far).
The officer in charge ofgetting the
mission boat to theriver is played by
Martin Sheen. Sheen acts like a
cowboy in a Western movie, a little
eccentric, which shows when he
leads his helicopter fleet over the
enemy territory broadcasting
classical music from their vehicles in
the sky. From below it sounded like
a chorus ofangels from the heavens.
What starts out as a humorous
attempt to get theirboat to theriver
across a chunk of enemy land leads
up to the veryserious matter athand
for the Captain.
In Kurtz' portfolio the Captain
finds that hundreds ofdeclarations,
honourable medals, and all kinds of
accreditations were bestowed on the
Colenelall pointing toward aperfect
military record. Willard sees Kurtz
as "grooved for the top" and finds it
difficult to see why this man should
be destroyed. To intensify this
feeling of "what's the use of killing
him" the boat andcrew travellingup
river come under many surprise
attacks. The ridiculousness of the
mission is made clear when one
companion on the trip finds the top
secret mission out and exclaims,
"You mean to say that we are all
risking our lives, in enemy territory,
so you can kill one of our own
men!??". A sample stab at bureau-
cracy is seen here.
Conflicts of war appear
throughout the movie. (I will leave
this part up to your imagination).
Human conflict and confusion are
apparent masks which many
characters in the war scenes portray
in order to combat both therealities
of destruction and the horror of it
all. Army outposts are glorified
showing that those involved in the
war were trying to block its mere
existence out of their minds. An
underlying sense that you had to be
crazy to be a part ofit came through.
Ruin and waste, bloodshed and
human loss, add to the overall
impression of the war as being a big
bad dream in the movie. The music
is a big contributor to this dreamy,
nightmarish feeling, and Stan Witt,
the music editor, has done a super
job.
Meanwhile the plot goes on, as we
hear bits here and there which
enlighten us more about this Kurtz
fellow. The mission gets tougherand
tougher due to environmental
circumstances circulating around
the Captain. What a buildup to the
final section of the feature! Slowly
pieces are beginning to fall almost in
place and the situation is less sketchy
to the point of becoming too real to
accept.
There is quite a psychology
involved in the scenes which follow
in the Cambodian heartland. Here
at the crux of the matter Kurtz is to
be found.
The desperation of the people
here parallels thereal Viet Nam War
situation too well. (Monday's
Kitchener Waterloo Record
featured an article on the threat of
extinction of Cambodianswhich has
resulted from "nine years of war,
terror and social disintegration".
The article sheds support on the
need for these victims to seek a
salvation from the Viet Nam War.)
The movie was a collection ofall
areas of discipline including
Philosophy and Sociology as well.
Does not life involve all of these
areas of concern? In this sense the
movie was astounding and well
executed (no pun intended).
There were a lotofmindboggling,
mind bending parts to the movie
which I have not figured out yet, but
when you are presented with mind-
warped characters how can you be
expected to figure it out? One thing
for sure was that the actors were
convincing and from each vantage
point we could see several different
personality characteristics.
I must mention about Brando
since he is a drawing force to movie
goers. To me he had a simple part to
play, but he always does. His part,
by the way was not even filmed with
the others but was donein a studio at
a different time. He is the centre of
the theme to the movie though, a
vitalpart led up to as theclimax. (He
is still laughing all the way to the
bank.)
Robert Duvall is another matter.
It was very hard to understand him,
that is,the character he played. He
seemedremoved from the characters
surrounding him; set apart. As a
viewer I was constantly trying to
figure out how he ticked.
This movie was really amazing. I
have never seen so many viewers
stay past the end of a feature watch-
ing the credits which were
superimposed on a dramatic and
dynaffiicrbaekgroiindi' ' Ji;Tfie- movie'was number one in notonly special effects and scenery, but
in musical interpretation in my
books. No wonder the soundtrack
alone is a hot seller.
King Tut
lives on
The last showing in North
America of King Tut's treasures
opens today in Toronto. People who
wish to go must go down to the
Ontario Art Gallery to get tickets.
Each customer is only allowed to
purchase four tickets but there are
60,000 tickets available.
An old promise that the Tut
findings would never leave the old
world for any reason has been lifted,
to allow a North American showing
of the ancient King Tutankhamen's
treasures.
The show opened today and runs
until New Year's Eve. This show is
the biggest undertaking in the
history of the Art Gallery of
Ontario, expecting 15,000visitors to
show up each day to view the
treasures. The show is an estimated
$2 million, so the gallery has hired
an additional 400 guards to its
regular staff.
The North American tour began
in 1976 but up until now has been
shown in the states. Now Canadians
can join in on the newest fad,
"Tutankhamenism".
Tut's tomb was the most revealing
single find ever made by
Egyptologists. The real facts about
his life and death are obscure,
having lived in troubled times.
The above mask will bring
attention to the gallery, suspendedover the entrance, a $12,000 visageof the Egyptian boy King.
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Broadfoot:alaugh
by Maureen Killen
AND NOW FOR THE NEWS...
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher
was in Scotland today to investigate
an alleged U.F.O. Upon her arrival
at Prestwick Airport the Scots told
her, "U F 0"...0n the national
scene, there is tremendous flooding
in the GreatLakes. Rescue teams are
trying to save Sault Ste. Marie,
Duluth and Detroit. No reason was
given for saving Detroit...Locally, a
Stratford pharmacy was robbed.
Everything was taken except for
some birth control pills and some
hairconditioner. O.P.P. are looking
for a bald-headed Catholic
Dave Broadfoot's main interest is
making people laugh. Last Sunday,
Oct. 28, at the Waterloo Motor Inn,
he had them laughing so hard the
tears were coming. The above news
broadcast was just part of this
brilliant comedian's two hour
performance. This was the first full-
length show he had done in a long
time and he admitted later that he
had to "wing it" in a couple of
places. You would never have
known it. Billed as Dave Broad-
foot's Comedy Carbaret, the show
was varied and featured such well
known figures as Jimmy Carterand
Joe Who?. Theaudience was treated
to Uganda by Night Travel Extrava-
ganza—3 exciting days spread over
13 days. The 13th day was the most
exciting—that's when his luggage
arrived. Mr. Broadfoot also engaged
in "Canada's favourite exercise"—
talking sports, with Big Jim
Harrison and ex-hockey turned
baseball player, Bobby Clobber.
And there was also his most famous
character, Sergeant Renfrew of the
R.C.M.P. These last threecharacters
are products of Broadfoot's well
known CBC radio show, The Royal
Canadian Air Farce. Sergeant
Renfrew is a favourite with
Commissioner Simmons of the
R.C.M.P., who literally promoted
Renfrew from Corporal to Sergeant
because "we don't have to take this
from a Corporal".When asked if the
rest of the R.C.M.P. were also fans,
Mr. Broadfoot replied that they
were, mainly because Sergeant
Renfrew humanizes the force and
that with the mess the R.C.M.P. is in
now, Sergeant Renfrew is exactly the
thing they need—it shows therest of
Canada that Mounties are human
too. V
The second half of the show was
devoted to Canada. As Leader of the
New Apathetic Party the
Honourable Member from Kicking
Horse Pass revealed that Prime
Minister Clark has a new plan to get
more oil—unfortunately, Flora
MacDonald refuses to sleep with the
Ayotolloh Khomeni. He also
commented on Canada's unique-
ness. Who else would send
earthquake-ridden Guatemala
powdered skim milk—to which they
were all allergic? And who else but
Canada would pledge 12,000 more
virgins to the tornado-ravaged
Virgin Islands and not follow
through? The Honourable Member
also had some interesting
comparisons between the U.S. and
Canada. For instance, the
Americans display theirconstitution
in a prominent place—Canadians
won't even let theirs into the
country. Americans go to Las Vegas
to take a chance. Canadians just
have to go to the Post Office. Only in
Americacan you start on a nutfarm
and end up running the country. In
Canada you run the countryandend
up dn the nut farm! But, he
concluded, what really do
Canadians have in common with the
U.S.? Just the St. Lawrence
Seaway—and that's the same as
Margaret Trudeau—a busy ditch!
There was also a spot in the show
where two members of the audience
were called upon just to show the
rest of us that comedy is not that
hard to do. The one guy, lan Allen
was good—he's an actor from the
Sumwat Theatre. In talking to Mr.
Broadfoot after the show, he
remarked that he encourages young
comedians for two reasons. He feels
there should be more stand up
comedians—he and Don Harron
(alias Charlie Farquharson) are the
only ones who do personal appear-
ances anymore and the pressureand
schedules are hectic. His other
reason is that he'd like to get into
movies because this is the medium
where he feels most Comfortable. He
has done movies- in Quebec and a
film for the Ontario government
called "The Winds of Choice". He
doesn'treally care what therole is—
he'd be a good serious or comedic
actor. Mr. Broadfoot proved his
acting abiltiy in a sketch he did on
Sunday about an ex-firefighter
grandfather who gets carried away
with memories while playing fire
engines with his grandson. The
sketch was very moving and a
pleasant surprise to find in acomedy
act.
Oddly enough, Mr. Broadfoot
didn't start his comedy career until
he was 21, when he joined an
amateur theatre group. Theatre
work had never occured to him
before then because it was taboo in
his family. He started doing
banquets and weddings, getting all
his material from the newspapers
and people around him. His big
"break" came when he invented the
Royal Canadian Air Farce in 1959.
The CBC picked up his idea and
today, 20 years later Mr. Broadfoot
still enjoys the Air Farce the most—
it has been, he says, his best working
experience. But he also enjoys
hearing people laugh. He doesn't
like the defeatist attitude of the
newspapers and therefore enjoys
poking fun at those people,
especially politicians, who make our
lives miserable. I think we need more
people like that—to remind us that
the world is not as bad as it seems
sometimes. Dave Broadfoot, May
the Farce be with you!
PIC
BY
RODGER
TSCHANZ
Broadfoot as Sergeant Renfrew
Pianist at WLU and UW
The critic
Robert Silverman offered
criticism to performers at a
workshop here at WLU Saturday,
October 27. This was part of a co-
operative venture between WLU,
Conrad Grebel College and the
Registered Music Teachers Associa-
tion (a national organization). A
large audience was in attendance as
students performed in front of the
professional as part of a teaching,
public lesson on the piano. The
workshop ran from 9 a.m. to 1:45
p.m. according to Professor Beckett,
one of the organizers of the event.
Silverman went on to play at U of
W Sunday night.
PIC
BY
CARL
FRIESEN
Silverman giving constructive criticism
The performer
by Peter de Sousa
If anyone didn't believe in the
saying "let the fingers do the
walking" or in this case "singing",
the Robert Silverman concert at the
Humanities Theatre would have
changed their minds. The concert as
a whole wasasuccessalthough there
were a few minor problems
regarding thecondition of the piano.
The sound was there but it was as if
the sostenuto pedal (soft pedal) was
on all the time. For a nine foot
Grand it didn't make much noise. A
few "twangs" were detected even
from the back row, which is rare
coming from a Steinway. Being the
performer he is, Silverman
compensated for thatby forcing the
tones out which probably resulted in
a few "twangs".
The most notable feature in his
performance was the crystal clear
melodies. At times in the Ravel
Sonatine, the melodies were so clear
the accompaniment almost sounded
like bells around it. Silverman's
exquisite ability of blending the
accompaniment and the melody was
quite evident in all of the pieces,
especially in the Rachmaninoff
Sonata No. 1 in D minor op. 28
which alone was a concert in itself.
The Bartok Dance Suite was a
good opener. The incisive rhythms
really brought forward the various
feelings coming from Romanian and
Hungarian background.
The Chopin Fantasie in F Minor
allowed Silverman to show the
audience some of his distinct
features in piano performing. Along
with the brilliant and triumphant
climaxes, he was able to display his
flawless technique which made parts
of the peice glitteras heplayed in the
high register of the piano.
The main feeling that came across
to the audience was his calmness.
His appearance at the piano really
set the mood for the pieces. His
hands looked very relaxed, as if he
were playing with his palms. Before
the Rachmaninoff Sonata, Mr.
Silverman spoke a little about the
piece. He mentioned that some
musicians, let alone non-musicians,
have little or no knowledge of this
work and that it was the most
neglected piece of piano music ever
written. He consluded by telling the
audience to prepare themselves for a
long and exciting piece ofmusic and
to sit back, relax and enjoy it. As a
top-rated pianist in Canada, he
surely deserved the warm applause
and standing ovation as he left the
audience with contentment in their
hearts.
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Canadian Electronic Ensemble
This is the age ofelectronic music.
Two weeks ago it was F.M. Now
comes the Canadian Electronic
Ensemble. On Saturday, November
3, WLU will be hosting an untaped,
live concert at 8 p.m. The Ensemble
has been together since 1971. The
four member team of composers
consists of David Grimes, David
Jaeger, Larry Lake, and James
Montgomery. They have premiered
over two hundred new works
throughout Canada, Europeand the
US. The Canadian Electronic
Ensemble (CEE) released their first
album in 1978.
Their structured sound offers a
multiplicity of programs, of which
the performance at Laurier will be a
sample of. Their electronic medium
is bringing forth a new following,
broadening the individual listener's
experience as well as the Ensemble's.
All four artists achieved much of
their skills through education in
Canada at the University of
Toronto.
This type of music is the shape of
things to come showing a preference
toward milder Canadian sound over
other big name composers.
Comments on the CEE range
from "The sounds are varied in tex-
ture and depth and colour" to
"Everyone was totally absorbed".
What is next in the future of
music? With the new electronic
phase we are now into we have
synthesizers that can sound like a
human voice singing, done all by
machine. New sound wave mixesare
possible which were never imagined
before.
This electronic stage in music is
not just a mingle of feedback from
amplifiers etc., but is an inspiring
planned out complex of tones and
vibes together, which yield
successful musical compositions.
The CEE is involved with
technological advances in music and
are consultants with Structured
Sound Synthesis Project of the
Computer Systems Research group
in Toronto's University.
Guest pianist Carol Arnason a
part-time faculty member at WLU
will be a featured guest on Saturday.
Tickets are $4.00 for adults and
$2.00 for students. Everyone is
welcome to attend. Tickets are
available at the Bookstore, the
Music office and at the door.This is
your chance to assess this type of
music for yourself in the Theatre
Auditorium.
Saturday's performance is bound
to be justa sampleof the direction
today's sounds will be turning
towards.
The Canadian Electronic Ensemble in Concert
Appleyard and all that Jazz
by Roy and Steve Bang
Peter Appleyard, acclaimed as
Canada's foremost vibraharpist,
lived up to expectation on Monday
night with a splendid array of Jazz
melodies which enthralledan almost
packed house in the theatre
auditorium at the U of W. Mr.
Appleyard was born in England and
began his career as a drummer. He
later turned to thevibraharp and got
his first big break when he won the
Arthur Godfrey Talent Scout ..
Contest. From there he went on to
the big time, touring with such stars
as Frank Sinatra, Benny Goodman
and Count Basic. He is presently
featured on his own television show
entitled "Peter Appleyard
Presents".
This evening he was accompanied
in his quartet with Frank Falco, a
Toronto-based pianist who seemed
to flip in and out of both classical
and jazz styles, creating a very
interesting effect and most certainly
a crowd pleaser. His bass player was
Neil Swenson, on loan from Moe
Kaufman and certainly a man with
an original style, often playing the
melody on the bass rather than just
the background, which is extremely
difficult to do—but handled
masterfully by this young man. The
drummer, a regular member of the
.quartet, was Gerry Fuller, who has
also accompanied such greats as
Oscar Peterson and Zoot Sims.
The feature guest could be
described as a master of his
instrument—or instruments—as he
played alto saxophone, tenor sax
and on the most part, the clarinet.
His name is Bob Wilber and he is
definitely in the category of Benny
Goodman and Peter Fountain in
ability. His wife was also featured as
the vocalist but her performance fell
short of adequate on some
selections.
The first of two sets featured
Appleyard and the quartet giving
their rendition of songs made
famous by the great Duke Ellington,
some of which were "Take The A
Train", "Satin Doll", "Caravan"
and "Sophisticated Lady" after
which they did some variations on a
Moe Kaufman original, "The
Swinging Shepherd Blues". At this
time Appleyard displayed his
incredible talents on the vibraharp
with a semi-solo version of
"Fascinating Rhythm" followed by
Fats Waller's "Honeysuckle Rose".
Then for a change in pace,
Appleyard provided a very comical
version of his imitations of the
various vibraharpists who toured
with Benny Goodman—from Red
Norval through toLionel Hampton.
This routine is becoming a regular
with Appleyard and is extremely
funny to see.
The second set began with Bob
Wilbur leading the band in several
golden tunes including a song he
wrote entitled "Clarion Song",
featuring some beautiful solo
clarinet work by Wilber. Following
that, Appleyard returned and the
two of them embarked on a medley
of Benny Goodman tunes
accompanied in excellent form by
the quartet. Hits such as "Stealin'
Apples", "Avalon" and "After
You've Gone" turned out to be the
highlights of the performance. With
that, Wilber's sang several short
arrangements. Her performance
failed to add anything to the show
and had it not been for her
husband's fabulous clarinet work
covering for her lack of range and
staying power, she might have
spoiled an otherwise excellent
evening of musical entertainment.
The band played "Sweet Georgia
Brown" as an encore and left you
with the feeling that they had
enjoyed playing as much as you had
enjoyed listening, which is nice to
see. All in all, it was wonderful to see
a group of musicians with such
command over their instruments
and who used nothing but their
musical talent to totally captivate
the audience. Is the old style jazz
dying in popularity? It's obvious
they don't think so nor does the
audience, who were treated to such
an inspired performance by Mr.
Appleyard and friends.
...to be...to be...
Thursday, November 1
• 8-10 p.m.: The Graphic Art of
Karel Appel from the Hamilton
Permanent Collection —members preview at the Kitchen-
er Waterloo Art Gallery, 43
Benton St. Kitchener
• WLU DAY TODAY
• 12 noon: Music at Noon
Concert—at WLU, The London
Exchange performers from the
University of Western Ontario—
performing Clements, Reich and
Behrens in the Theatre Audito-
rium—free •• 7 p.m. at the Kitchener Public
Library (KPL) main branch:
weekly lecture by Mr. Uldisk
• 7:30 at Conrad Grebel Bd. Rm:
Music and Culture seminars in
Vienna general meeting, phone
885-0220 ext. 53 (for May to
June)
• 7 p.m. at the Forest Hts. Branch
of the KPL: Education in Crisis
Friday, November 2
• WLU Orchestra concert: 2:30 in
the Theatre Auditorium—free
• Zon: in Toronto (again on the
17)
• 8:30 p.m. Uof Guelph Centre: 18
Wheels—a truckin- musical—s4
students
• Life and Time of Tutankhamun
lectures and films—Guelph Uni-
versity, room 103, 12:10 p.m.
Saturday, November 3
• WLU Golden Hawks take on
Western Mustangs: Seagram
Stadium at 1 p.m.
• Canadian Electronic Ensemble—
at 8 p.m. in the TheatreAuditori-
um—WLU students $2,others $4
Sunday, November 4
• KW Symphony Orchestra—
Bingeman Park, Kitchener
• Dr. David Suzuki on CBC
Radio's Air Farce 1:05 p.m.—on
fruit flies
• Toronto Opera Co: Tristan und
Isolde (in German)—info: phone
(416) 368-4631
Monday, November 5
• 7 p.m. Robin Tyler at the arts
lecture hall room 116, UofWsl.
Feds and $2 other—"a feminist
comic"
Tuesday, November 6
a Dr. Toombs of WLU presents
slides on The Tomb of King
Tut—free at the KPL 7:30
a Concourse Gallery features seri-
graphs by David Hunsberger
a Film course WLU's at KPL
"White Heat", 1949at 7 p.m. free
a Campus Clubs Day in the
Concourse from 9 to 2 p.m.
a Yes You're Wrong taping: Ade-
laide Court Theatre Toronto—
free at 1:05 if interested call 925-
-3311 ext. 4835
Wednesday, November 7
a 4:45-7 p.m. Laurier Christian
Fellowship in the Social Work
Lounge—John Bowen speaks on
"Faith and Doubt"
a CBC's 90 Minutes with a Bullet:
features Cheap Trick
a CUSO: Canadian University
Students Overseas open public
information meeting at 8 p.m.
KPL
a Dr. Toombs presents slides on
Tut at Forest Hts. Branch of the
Kitchener Public Library—7:3o
a Astronomy film at WLU—SO
mm. on "The Planets" 1:30 2E5
and 7 p.m. 2CB
Thursday, November 8
a Fashion Extravaganza at the
Waterloo Motor Inn: $2 admis-
sion—Disco Fashion show at
9:30 and 10:30
a Easton-McCarney Memorial
Lecture at WLU—features
Edwin Watson 8 p.m. in lEl—
free
November 10
a K-W Music Society Dinner
Concert at Conrad Grebel Din-
ing Room—based at WLU,
phone 886-1673 for more info.
a JJ Cale—Humanities Theatre
U of W concert: 7 and 10 p.m.
$7.50 and $8.50 at Record on
Wheels, Sams, Forwells—by
Fed. of Students
November 15-16
• Billy Joel Concert at the Gar-
dens in Toronto—2 nights only
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TALUE IS MORE THAN SURFACE DEEP
The value of a diamond is based on quality,
not quantity. Expert cutting brings out the fire
and radiance of even the smallest diamond.
Color and clarity is a major factor too. Let us
show you what determines the quality deep
in the heart of your dHamond.
I 30 King St. W.
Kitchener
3() Mam St.• m\ Gait, Cambridge
high notes
ELO how could you?
I guess it is a new gimmick to go disco ... but... I cannot sit still with
that! You have such magnificent orchestral possibilities. Less
permiable, deeper, richer musical directions are abundant waiting for
your exploration. But you do not choose these avenues.
Why . . . why . . . why?
All I could do was shake my head when I saw you on the tube with
"Don't Bring Me Down" last Saturday night. Granted your floor
show looked impressive with thoseinstruments, your dynamic moves,
and the smoke screen (cloud 9 effect) which covered the stage. But I'll
let you know that nothing can mask the definite twist toward disco
your current music reflects. At one point I closed my eyes, and what
did I see—the Bee Gees. Gee wizz what a shock!
You were once my favorite group. You were "the ultimate" with a
New World Record my favorite album.
I'll tell you what. I'll give you a month to turn around before the
initials ELO become EOL . . . Euphoria On Leave.
* * *
Welcome back to reality Elton John.
Gone is the commercial look of the 32 year old musician complete
with horn rimmed glittery glasses and fancy flurtatious hats, feathery
garb and highly speckled boots. Not only doesJohn look differentand
more mature but his set has transformed into a simple small piece
band getup.
His new shows, two pianos and a percussionist bring alot of
attentionback to the main entityon stage Elton. You can now seeand
hear him at the same time.
It all boils down to being simple and simplicity is needed today in a
world of confusion.
All that needs be done now is for Elton John to break thebarrier of
commercial type music he portrays to get down to earth (something I
sawon his first album). Then reality will be complete . . . and simple.
Beatrice McMillan
\ >
Crossroads II: Review
by Cindy Liedtke
Crossroads II
Edited by William Boswell, Betty
Lamont, and John Martyn; Van
Nostrand Reinhold Ltd, Toronto,
1979.
Crossroads II is a selection of
Canadian short stories and poems.
They are divided into three topic
areas which are: (1) Coming ofAge,
(2) Generations and (3) Challenges;
which are probably someof the most
important areas of a person's life.
The authors are perhaps the most
familiar Canadians associated with
this country's literature and express
the three themesfrom a wide variety
of viewpoints. They place their
emphasis on many aspects of
Canadian living experiences which
may or may not be familiar to us.
They are written in such a way that
one needs not be knowledgeable
about all areas of life or culture of
fellow Canadians. Some of these
literary artists include: Hugh
MacLennan, W.O. Mitchell, Alice
Munro, Al Purdy, Ted Allen,
Margaret Laurence, Margaret
Atwood and Hugh Garner.
Topics of the short stories and
poems range from ridiculous events
in life (Meaty Tale) throughabstract
thoughts on History (Song for
Naomi) to the deepest of man's
concerns (OpenLetter to the Mother
of Joe Bass).
The other type of literature
include exerpts of chapters from
novels. Some of them are effective
and others are not as effective as a
short story.
One such exerpt is from
Barometer Rising in which young
children suffer shock and confusion
when a ship explodes in the Halifax
Harbour. One is tempted to find out
how this fits into the rest of the
novel.
Another particular exerpt from
Jake and the Kid was written in
colloquial, less educated English
and is not as effective by itself as
"Explosion". The themeis weakand
probably if excluded from this
collection would be better read as
part of the novel., "The Present" from Is it the' Sun
Philibert? makes a good short story
although one is disappointed at a
father's harsh reaction toward his
son's curiousity.
"The Betrayal" is about war and
the realization that the enemy is, in
the end, a person not just a number
or something to dispose of.
Some of the above make for
interesting reading .. . but I found
that they were soon forgotten.
Others easily remained in my mind
and probably always will. Some that
had the greatest impact on me were
those which dealt with people, their
emotions and the turmoil they lived
through.
Garner's "One Mileof Ice" is the
recollection of a man who watched
helplessly as his brother-in-law was
swallowed by winter; it's snow,
frozen rivers and icy water were
unable to support man.
A chapter "Travels with Mutt"
from The Dog Who Wouldn't Be
would be best left in its entirety ina
novel. This excerpt loses something
and does not reflect Farley Mowat's
writing ability. It is hard for the
reader not to be distracted while
reading this.
"The Courtship" fromThe Last of
the Curlews makes you want to read
more of Fred Bosworth's book and
is worthy of borrowing from a
library shelf.
Tom Dawe's poem "The
Madonna" was included in this
selection. He is a very expressive
poet whose style reflects a terrific
ability to creat distinct images for
the reader.
Probably the most moving story
included in this book is one by Ted
Allen entitled "Lies My Father Told
Me". In this story a child's deepest
feelings are expressed; faith in the
people closest to him and great
disappointment when he discovers
some people cannot be trusted all
the time. Someone else must have
been touched by this short story as it
was used as the basis for a movie.
The movie was excellent as well.
This collection, Crossroads 11,
would lend itself to use in the
classroom to expose student to a
wide variety ofCanadian writers. It
could be usedinstead oftaking time
to study all novels in their entirety
being able to cover more of
Canada's literature in the school
year (which is so limited with respect
to time). I'drecommend this book to
anyone in general who wishes to
haveat least a basic look at the talent
that Canadian writers possess.
Tommy with The Who
TOMMY that wildand colourful
movie will be hosted by WLU on
Tuesday, November 6 in IEI at 7:00
and again at 9:45 pm.
This rock musical has quite the
special effects. Roger Daltry plays
the part of a pinball wizard (a deaf
mute). Ann Margaret plays his
devoted (?) mother and together
with a cast of the Who along with
Tina Turner the story turns into a
complex array of subplots inside of
subplots. Add to this the musical
background and foreground of the
movie and what do you get...a really
neat experience which is hard to
envision if you are not there. So
come and witness it in IEI for a mere
$1.00 for WLU students and $1.50
for others.
DISC-COVERY
by Neal Cutcher
Supertramp's latest record
"Breakfast in America" is without
doubt the best album of the year.
This has "got to be" since it has sold
the most copies. It is Canada's
fastest selling album ever with
over1,200,000 Breakfasts sold to
many happy customers. This album
is very popular with a lot of people.
I am sorry to say this but this does
not prove to me that I should like
this L.P. I don't like it and I
probably represent a small minority.
I have said that Supertramp is
boring and here are some of my
reasons.
The lyrics to the songs, which
should be important, mean
absloutely nothing. They do not
make me think of anything. I am
sure a lot of people know the lyrics
"off by heart" but they are not
logical. They make me want to say,
"GoodbyeSupertramp". The vocals
are nothing exciting and the instru-
mentation is similar. Both are layed
back and lack energy orexcitement.
This is a popular album because it is
good background music. No die-
hard Supertramp fan will be dis-
appointed. However, this album has
not made a fan out of me. This LP is
still boring especially after the
consistent exposure it has gained
through repeated listenings (via AM
and FM radio).
Still Supertramp must becongrat-
ulated on their sell-out for three
nights at the C.N.E. Stadium. It was
possible for 120,000 people to see
Supertramp. I'll say one last thing
about Supertramp: their quality of
production is really quite good.
SUPPORT THE POLICE! This
English Trio is a band that has
successfully combined the best of
rock and reggae. Their newalbum is
entitled "Regatta dc Blanc". The
vocals are excellent, containing a lot
of excitement and fun. Sting, who is
both the lead vocalsit and bass
player is responsible for most of the
materialsand stylings on "regatta dc
Blanc". The fretless bass playing is
justfantastic. Stewart Copelandand
Andy Summers are both veteran
rock musicians who add a lot to The
Police's music, the first single off the
album, "Message in a Bottle" is
quite good. It was number 1 for
three weeks in Britain. Other good
tunes on the album are "The Bed's
Too Big Without You", "Does the
Stare", and "Regatta dc Blanc". If
you liked the Police's first LP, this
one is even better. The Police will
gain even more fans with this well
produced, well written disc.
The new album by Joe Jackson is
similar to the Police because Joe's
newest is even better than his first.
Joe Jackson has crafted ten fine
tunes. He has a few rockers, some
reggae influences, a few ballads and
a real nice slow song (Amateur
Hour). Joe Jackson still sounds a lot
like Elvis Costello and Graham
Parker. The production is sparce
which makes the band sound fresh,
vibrantand exciting. "I'm the Man"
is the single from the album and it is
a good fast rocker. The album is
filled with plenty of hooks and all
the tunes are hummable. The album
contains strong songs. This album
should do pretty good for Joe
Jackson and I wish him luck,
although I wish he would stop being
so much like Elvis Costello. This
album is well worth getting if only
for i ie hilarious cover. The album is
called "I'm The Man".
P.S. The Police are coming to
Toronto at the Muis Hall, Danforth
and Boradview, on Nov. 16. Tickets
are $7.70. The News (The mods) and
Wazmo Nariz also appear.
*****The single of the week goes to
the "Boomtown Rats" "I don't like
Monday's". This was a number one
tune in England and much of
Europe. The song is tuneful with
impassioned vocals. The lyrics are
thought provoking, while the key
background instrument is a lofty
sound (which has the sound of 40
violins). Although this single will
probably not make theTop 40 in this
country, it is far superior to Pap
and Pablum Musak we are forced to
listen to on all AM stations.
BOOKS BOOKS
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MONDAY & TUESDAY
FUN 'N' GAMES NIGHT
in a relaxing atmosphere
■ • 7 ft. TV • ShuffleboardI • Pinball • Backgammon in theOcean Queen _M
| OCEAN QUEEN JWed. - Lil MacDonald & The Evan Graham ■Trto.
Thurs. - Jazz & Blues withI "Airlines Quintet"I Fri. & Sat. RICK RATHWELL
Sat. - 3:30-6:30 p.m.W "Sensation Jazzband" Dixieland jm
BRIDGEPORT LOUNGE
Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
9 p.m.-1 a.m.
I "WILDER FERGUSSON I
■ BAND" I
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Some straight talk from JuliusSchmid
The purpose ofthis advertisement is to educate ofthe most prevalent venereal diseases in Canada
you about venereal diseases. If you think this todayWhat the symptoms are, the various
subject is no concern ofyours, we'd like to point out stages of the diseases and most important ofall,
thatVD. has reached epidemic proportions what you can do to prevent infection,
in Canada. It cuts across all age, income, social and Now, ifin the course ofreadingthis advertise-
educational groups.A conservative estimate is ment, you suspect you might have some ofthe
thatbetween 500,000and 1 msion Canadians suffer symptoms described, consult yourphysician
fromV.D. immediately. The treatment is confidential and ifWhatwe're goingto do inthis advertisement is to caughtearly enough the disease can be easily
tell you in plain, simple language aboutthree treated.
**-*********-****»*»***——** aaaaaaaaaaaa———__— mmmmmmmmmmmmtmmmmwmmmmmmmmmmu AND HOWTO
GONORRHEA SYPHILIS GENITAL HERPES PREVENT========= ====——= CONTRACTINGThis particular disease has become First ofall let's make one thing This sexually transmitted disease was THEMrampant due to possible changing social clear: you can'tpick up syphilis almost unknown until the late sixties. About There are onlytwo methods ofavoidsand sexua attitudes Despite the most from lavatory seats orpublic drink- g5 percent of all cases are due to infection therfc? *advanced treatment methods medical ing fountains. Syphilis is transmitted with herpes simplex virus 11, a virus affecting *•Re from sexual relations.onlythroughsexualintercourse. only the genital areas; while another 5 per- 2'£ ft*g£ urs%Spread ortnis Condition. c-t-az-t- t ~ ,„„, mn.it fmm low;™ r,k ■. i . Use oftheprophylactic is the onlymethod—;— : STAGE I cent result from infection of the genital area officially recognized and acceptedLoIAbb. I About three weeks after sexual With herpes Simplex I, the Cold-SOre virus. an aid in theprevention of transmission ofSymptoms generallyappear from two relations, a lesion calleda chancre cwmTj ' venereal disease. Besides being a disease
to six daysafter exposure to the bac- (pronounced "shanker") develops (, preventative, prophylactics are one ofthe
terium Neisseria gonorrhoea, however at the site-usually the genitals or , w°mea lmy'pamtul b,lsters resembling oldest and more effective means of birthup to 20 percent of men and as high mouth-and nearby lymph nodes oral coldlms aPP ear on the labia-cervix 2X Tand the mOSt P°PUlar formas 80 percent of women show no symp- become enlarged.The chancre oranus-Symptoms in men m dude similar Andw?dSe to introduce you to six ofthetoms at all. In the male, the usual signs itselfdisappearswithinfour to six lesions on.the PeniS or anus. accompanied by best brands of prophylactics that moneyare pain when urinating and a discharge weeks. burning urination and watery penile discharge, can buy.They're all made by Julius Schmid.ofpus from the penis.Women are likely STACF TT " eVer 'S a Poss'bili tv 'n 00tn sexes They're all electronically tested to assureto experience burning during urination, a ifsyphilis is leftuntreated, more ,Wlthin a d? or so the bllsters break>then b'toem Sgttor? Y°U C™ °nlyyellowish vaginal discharge,abnormal lymph nodeseventuallybecomf form mund' 9 reV-wh'te Patches which uy themm drug stores,menstrual bleeding, and swelling or enlargedanda spottyredrash generally heal spontaneously within two weeks. RAMSFSa , ™S^^^atf,hel appea^overmoPstolfthebody. This may be the end of the problem, or genital Lu^SSSS^Atissuemourn or tne vagina. (Symptoms of oral During this stage, fever, weight herpes may reappear periodically as cold thin rubber sheath ofamazing strengthand anal infection may include, in the iOSS/ generalweakness, loss of sores often do. Smooth as silk, light as gossamer, almostthroat, a burning sensation, and, in the appetite andheadaches are 9WT7I imperceptible in use. Rolled, ready-to-use.rectum, burning and itching, persistent typical After several month* thp a tj • .• CHI inrvurgetodefecate,andabloodydischarge). APOSfvenous complication: FOUREX '-Non-Slip"Sktns-crTAr „ a latent Deriod reCent StUd'eS SU 99eSt that herP cS " distinctly different from ™bber. theseb 'AGE " „.£™**™ laStUIS months may p|ay a ro|e jn thg deve|opment natural membranes from the lamb are spe-
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SPORTSTonight:Hawky Hawkshome againstWestern Saturday:Golden Hawksmeet Westernat Seagram 1 pm
Hawks in finals after dumping Windsor
by Joe Veit
For an unprecedented eighth
consecutive year the Golden Hawks
have gained a berth in the O-QIFC
(W) finals as a resultof their decisive
31-17 victory over the Windsor
Lancers this brisk Saturday
afternoon past. The Hawks were out
to set therecord straight;to prove to
the country, as well as themselves,
that last week's tieagainst this same
lancer team was but a fluke and
would not be repeated.
It took little timefor the Hawks to
get on the scoreboard, when with
just over four minutes gone in the
first quarter, veteran quarterback,
Les Protopapas hit Dan Kirby with
a 28 yard touchdown pass. A short
while later Protopapas connected
with Dom Vetro to set up a 23 yard
field goal by Jerry Gulyes and the
Golden boys lead 10-0. With less
than a minute to go in the opening
stanza corner back Mark Forsythe
snagged a Scott Mallenderpass and
scrambled 28 yards downfield to
give the Hawks excellentposition on
the Lancer 25 yard line. The Hawks
were unable to convert this turnover
into a major and had to settle for 3
points on a 15 yard field goal by
Gulyes.
The rest of the half was all
Lancers as they managed to score
two touchdowns and head into the
locker room ahead 14-13. The
Hawks were hemmed in on a third
down situationat theirown 2Vi yard
line and consequently in a punting
situation. The Lancers put on a
tremendous rush and Scott Essery
managed to block and at the same
time catch Gulyes punt to score
Windsor's first with 3:25 left in the
half. Only a few plays later Lancer
quarterback Mallender hit Essery
with a pinpoint pass for 54 yards and
left Windsor only 21 yards shy of the
Hawks' endzone. On the following
play half-back Rob Rogers scooted
the distance to the goal line and with
1:40 left showing on the clock the
Hawks trailed 14-13.Before the half
terminated allstar Jack "the sack"
Davis managed to haul down
Mallender on two consecutive plays.
The Hawks came out in the third
quarter raring to go and looked like
the Golden Hawks ofyears goneby.
They tookpossession of the ball and
continued to grind it out on the
gridiron chalking up first down
upon first down and refusing to
relinquish control ofthe ball. In the
second half the Hawks conducted 44
offensive plays compared to 19 in
last week's second half and overall
Protopapas engineered 71 plays to
last week's 48. This is a very
significant statistic because it only
stands to reason that the longer
Laurier keeps possession of the ball
the less time Mallender and
company have to perform miracles.
Dan Kirby almost picked up his
second touchdown of the autumn
afternoon, however, was dragged
down on the one yard line after
catching a 29 yard pass. Laurier full-
back Dave Graffi, who had another
outstanding afternoon netting
himself 114 yards, drove in for the
major score. Bob Stacey, Hawk's all
star safety, who also holds the ball
on field goals and convert attempts,
faked the point after and snuck into
the end zone unmolested for a
successful two point conversion. At
12:15 of the 3rd quarter Windsor
narrowed the gap to 4 points when
they were successful on a 37 yard
field goal. Thus the third quarter
ended 21-17 in favour of the good
guys.
Les Protopapas scored his first
touchdown ofthe year ona beautiful
37 yard dash to freedom. Needing
just a yard for a first down
Protopapas faked the hand off to
fullback Graffi and ran around the
right side ofthe line totally baffling
the Lancer secondary. Dom Vetro
caught a 36 yard pass and scored
what appeared to be the Hawks
fourth touchdown, however, it all
went for nought as the Hawks were
penalized on the play; if you can
believe it, tripping of all things.
Gulyes ended the scoring with
slightly more than two minutes
remaining on his third field goal of
the day, this time a 38 yarder.
Be sure to be on hand this
Saturday afternoon at 1:00 p.m. at
Seagram Stadium when for the
fourth year in a row the Golden
Hawks will battle it out with the
Western Mustangs in the division
final. Buy your ticket in advance at
the AC and save yourself a buck.
The Mustangs have been sent 1,000
tickets and rest assured they'll have
at least that many fans on hand (if
not more) so get to Seagram
Stadium early and secure yourself a
seat, you'll be in for a real treat. (I
couldn't resist).
PIC
BY
BRUCE
BURGOYNE
Quarterback Les Protopapas (27) heading outside while allstar tackle Bob Yeomans demonstrates his prowess.
Dan Kirby (34) braces himself while Rick Kalvaitis yells "Don't
Shoot!"
PIC
BY
CARL
FRIESEN
Jack "the sack" Davis (68) in theprocess of doing what he likes
best; dragging down enemy quarterbacks.
PIC
BY
CARL
FRIESEN
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Tamiae Hockey Schedule
Feb. 10 Feb. 13 NOTE
* Playoff Schedule to be printed in
3 vs. 5 Playoffs the new year
1 vs. 7 Begin * All teams make first round of
playoffs.
* Team lists are located in Tamiae
Lounge (5-203)
Football Rankings
Top ten football ranking
1. LAURIER (1)
2. Acadia (3)
3. Western (4)
4. Queen's (5)
5. Alberta (7)
6. U.B.C. (2)
7. St. Francis Xavier (9)
8. McGill (NR)
9. Ottawa 9 (6)
10. Calgary (NR)
golden words
As a result ofour Golden Hawks impressive victory over the WindsorLancers lastSaturday, therenow
exist only two more steps before they make theirfourth appearance in the Canadian CollegeBowl since its
inception in 1965. The first step will betaken this Saturday at Seagram Stadium when they encounter the
Western Mustangs in the division final and after disposing of the Stangs they will tangle with the
OQIFC(E) champions the following Saturday (Nov. 10) in the Forrest City Bowl again to be played in
Waterloo at 1.00. Canadian College football's answer to the Grey Cup will be played at Varsity Stadium
in Toronto on November the 17thwith the nation's two top teams squaring off in the CollegeBowl, both
vying to have their name etched on the Vanier Cup as the 1979 College Bowl Champions.
Since the College Bowl is only a couple ofweeks away and since our Golden Hawks have proven to be a
definitecontender, I feel this is an appropriate time to give you a littlebit ofa history lesson (though I'm
sure it will be much more interesting than any history class) on the College Bowl. In 1965,a groupof
Toronto businessmen, headed by Peter Gorman founded the Canadian College Bowl, a nonprofit
charitable organization with the two-foldpurpose of both promoting college football and the Canadian
Save the Children Fund. In orderto ensure thatnone ofthemoney raised for the CSTCF had to be usedto
organize or present the Bowl, a board of sixteen directors was formed with the major purpose ofpledging
to underwrite any deficits the Canadian College Bowl might incur. In 1970,the Board of Directors ofthe
CIAU joined in the pledge to participate in any deficit. In 1974, the Toronto Junior Board of
Trade/Toronto Jaycees joined with the Canadian College Bowl directors and the CIAU to further
promote Canadian college football. As well, in 1974,a good part ofthebusiness community becamevery
involved in the university football scene, thus ensuring that theBowl and its functions could be presented
in a truly professional manner. Rest assured that the promotion by the Canadian College Bowl and the
CIAU's participation in the CanadianSave the ChildrenFund has not been a mere tokenone, for up until
1977 (which is the last year for which I have figures) $180,000 has been donated to the CSTCFfrom these
two organizations.
The trophy awarded to the winner of the College Bowl is the Vanier Cup. It was created in 1965,when
the late Governor General Vanier, then Governor General ofCanada, grantedpermission to the CSTCF
to name the trophy, awarded to the winner of this annualBowl, the Vanier Cup. In the first two years('65,
'66) the College Bowl was an invitational event, featuring two outstanding Canadian teams chosen by a
national panel. In 1967, the Vanier cup took on a new dimension when the Canadian CollegeBowl was
declared the national football championship of the CIAU.
WINNERS
Invitational
1965 University of Toronto 14 University of Alberta 7
1966 St. Francis Xavier University 40 *Waterloo Lutheran University 14
Championship
1967 University of Alberta 10 McMaster University 9
1968 Queen's University 42 *Waterloo Lutheran University 14
1969 University of Manitoba 24 McGill University 15
1970 University of Manitoba 38 University of Ottawa 11
1971 University of Western Ontario 15 University of Alberta 14
1972 University of Alberta 20 *Waterloo Lutheran University 7
1973 Saint Mary's University 14 McGill University 6
•974 University of Western Ontario 19 University of Toronto 15
1975 University of Ottawa 14 University of Calgary 9
1976 University of Western Ontario 29 Acadia University 13
1977 University of Western Ontario 48 Acadia University 15
1978 Queen's University 16 University of British Columbia 3
Coming to Toronto this year to participate in the College Bowl festival (Nov 14th - Nov 17th) is herRoyal H.ghness, Princess Anne, world president of the Save the Children Fund She will be on therev.ewmg stand at Yonge and Bloor streets to watch the College Bowl parade on the morning of theCollege Bowl game. Theparade gets under way at 10:30 a.m. from Sherbourne and Carleton and west toVarsity Stadmm. Her Royal Highness will then be on handat Varsity Stadium (1 p.m.) to watch the toptwo Canadian College teams battle it out for the Vanier Cup.
Well it's now time to go out on a limb and make my prediction for this year's College Bowl You'regoing ,o see the same two teams whoparticipated in the Forrest City Bowl last year, University ofBritishColumbia and Wilfrid Launer. however, the outcome is going to be somewhat different; the GoldenHawks will emerge victors by a ten point spread.
by Joe Veil
V ; . Sports Editor >
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Jan. 2 Jan. 6 Jan. 9
'hristmas
Break
1 vs. 4
8 vs. 5
2 vs. 3
7 vs. 6
6 vs. 5
7 vs. 4
Jan. 13 Jan. 16 Jan. 20 Jan. 23
No
Games
No
Games
1 vs. 2
8 vs. 3
7 vs. 3
6 vs. 2
Jan. 27 Jan. 30 Feb. 3 Feb. 6
8 vs. 4
8 vs. 4
2 vs. 8
2 vs. 8 5 vs. 7 2 vs. 4
Unclassified Classified Unclassified
i
f^
£->. Did you ch«ck your ads today? »
Lenny and Squiggy, you promised not to tell anyone about
that Sunday in Elora! If Carmine or Laverne's father ever
found out, we'dbe the laughing stocks of the Games Room. ._
j3 Please drop the backgammon board off in Legal Aid and
•2» we" donate a pack of Schneider's weiners to go with the S"?*»» ketchup for your practise and enjoyment. —Laverne & 533? Shirlev 22
Would tin. man running out of the burning building at 313 (^*
rj King St. N. on Sat. Oct. 27 at 3 a.m. please call Ruth at 884- »
2990. I love you!
Qj Dear Blondie: You went by my table in theTorque Room the J^
JJJJ other day and I got soexcited that I spilt mycoffee in my lap. f^•g» Do you know what that made it look like I did to myself? St*
gS Just because ofyou I had tosit here for 2 hoursand let it dry, §?
rf forcing myself to miss my Economics 100 class. But don't 5s
*g worry, I still am in a romantic love with you but am too shy 2^JX to introduce myself to you. lam hoping my courage will «•■•build up through the year.
Hey Cindy: You must be really proud to get your name in the -^g CORD two weeks in a row. Yes we know it doesn't take S^•Sj much to please a plumber. §~
*** ffSCC To Whom it may concern: Juicey had a heart and gave the 52g discount. 100%. J^J
NEEDED BADLY: At the last meeting ofthe Cordie staffit
was discussed and thought that the illustrious staff need
extra help. We already have a hard working, drinking and
Q) partying staffbut what we need are some snivelling A- to A+ J^SJJJ students to write our essays and assignments for us while we {^
get out this tremendous paper that keeps the minds of the S?"
J peasants filled with news. If we don't find some way to get 8these marks we may just fail, get the boot from school and &5the Cord would disappear, along with this column (that 2*
would be drastic). All eligible people should submit their «*Jiresume to the Cord office along with a transcript of marks. 2
People who have other methods for bribing profsare invited
to send theirsuggestions to this column for free publication.g No we can't pay you for your suggestions we need the money
toJS to buy our marks.
A DARE to the ex-tenants ofthe PALACE: If this new place £2 #
J is so good why don't you have a party to show it off. WE do JJKwonder if you know how to pick living accomodations. I've (^*
even read in other newspapers about how bad the place is, Q*that you now live in. (Why let a good thing die down?)
Unclassified Classified Unclassified
Hawks Place Six in All-Star Line-up
Bob Stacey — Defensive Back Larry Rygus — Outside Linebacker Bob Yeomans — Offensive Tackle (fie)
Rich Payne — Inside Linebacker Lan Troop — Offensive Guard Jack Davis — Defensive End
Ping Pong Tournament a Huge Success
by Bea McMillan
A crowd hadgathered around the
Ping Pong table in the concourse
Friday afternoon to witness the
Table Tennis Championship Play-
offs. In the distance you could see
the huge trophies and other prizes
waiting to be claimed by the winners
both in the double and single's
rounds at the tables.
Pat Plummer and Geoff Schmidt
won the Doubles and received not
only a large trophy to split but one
each to treasure forever.
The first runners up were Nicki
Ng and Edmund Kee, and second
runners upwent toKiran Jauhaland
Todd Youmans.
Everyone watching the singles
competition were treated to a great
performance by winner Kiran
Jauhal, a second year business
student. He only needed two games
in the best out of three finals. Dr.
John Lit from the Physics Dept.
presented the trophy and dinner
ticket to Jauhal.
First runner up Michael
Hindrichs won a trophy for a game
of fast moves and second runner up
Eric Yap received a dinner voucher
as consolation. ,
Sponsors included Dean Vallillee
and Dr. Tayler. The entry fee andall
income went into furnishing the
trophies in this three day yearly
event hosted by the Chinese Student
Association of WLU.
PIC
BY
PETER
BERNOTAS
The singles champion of the annual ping pong tournament Kiran Jauhal receiv-
ing his trophy from Dr. John Lit.
PIC
BY
PETER
BERNOTAS
Proudly displaying their silverware are the doubles champions Pat Plummer
and Geoff Schmidt.Tamiae Hockey Results
by Steve Willert
The Tamaie Hockey League,
except for a few exceptions, appears
to be moving away from HOCKEY
and moving intoHACKEY. In afew
games last week the players at
different times forgot that the
purpose of the game was to put the
puck in thenet, rather they preferred
to attempt to take their opponents'
heads off. Many of these players
found thatthis isn'tvery productive,
especially when the referees are
calling a tight game.
Last Wednesday night (Oct. 24)
both games were low scoring and
generally well played. A goal by
Sutherland with three minutes left in
the game broke Rick Iverson's
shutout and allowed Bus. 4 to pull
out a 1-1 tie against Bus. 1. Iverson
played a very good game between
the pipes to held his undermanned
team in the game. Taylor scored the
goal for Bus. 1. There were some
moments of chippiness, but on the
whole the game was a fairly well
played physical game.
The last game of the night
featured a strong Bus. 2 team against
a shorthanded Bus. 3 team. The
game was a well played, clean, fast
game. The game took quite a toll on
Bus. 3 as by the end ofthe night they
were skating with their tongues on
the ice. However to their credit they
always seemed to have a burst of
speed left. Thefinalscore was 3-1 for
Bus. 2, a team that appears to have a
lot of talenton defense whenthey get
it all together. Goalscorers for Bus.
2 were Graham, Douglas and
Salvatori. Bus. 3 got a goal from
Krische midway in the third period
to keep from being shutout.
Sunday night's games featured a
lot of goal scoring and generally
some chippy play, especially in the
first game.
In that first game,Bus. 5 defeated
Bus. 6 by a 7-3 score. The game was
very scrambly with both teams
appearing very disorganized. The
bright light of the game (at least
from Bus. s's point ofview) was the
play of Steve Wilke and Bill
Muirhead. Wilke scored five goals,
Muirhead picked up four assists,
while tallying one goal. The other
goal scorer for Bus. 5 wasKeilhauer.
Bus. 6 replied with shots from
Hawke, Broadbent, and Kurtz.
In the last game, Bus. 7 did it
again, as they blasted Bus. 4 by a
score of 9-3. Bus. 4 couldn't handle
the freewheeling offense thrown at
them, as Bus. 7 swarmed around the
net scoring many of their goals on
nice passing plays. The game started
to get chippy on both sides once the
writing was on the wall that the
game was going to be out of the
reach of Bus. 4. Goal scoring for
Bus. 7 was handled by Bennett (two
with the cannon), with singles from
kelter, Smart, Wallace, Macdonald,
Horan, Healy and Underhill. Three
of Bus. 7's goals were scored when
they were shorthanded. French,
Kuntz and Leon replied for Bus. 4.
TEAM GP W L TGFGAP
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lus. 7
lus. 5
lus. 1
lus. 2
lus. 3
lus. 4
ius. 8
4
3
3
3
4
3
3
2
1
1
0
0
0 1 18 10 7
0 1 13 6 5
1 1 9 10 3
116 7 3
2 2 9 17 2
3 0 5 19 0
Tuffy Knight
Coach of the Year
Stars of the Game
PIC
BY
CARL
FRIESEN
Carling O'Keefe players of the game, Les Protopapas (27) on offense and defensive allstar
Larry Rygus (56) pose with Carling representative Dave Ryan.
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W JTrli Advance Tickets vS
r T 1 E available in the |■irEf WLUSU office.
PRESENTS
Tonight, Thursday, Nov. 1
Radio Laurier
Iadmission!
Free $100
wlu students all others
Coming Soon
Grant Murray I
1 Friday, Nov. 2 Saturday, Nov. 3Radio Laurier Radio Laurier IBmmwmwmwmw&i
£ utamuAcMt o6mmwvl. Uk
J Iwowupa antMeeiate Aomethuig
v mote a patron ■
apiaut Ao££, Jawe mike eatuw oai IE
ft petmtce. Combated tarn a iwip~» M
k Miction of Ja£adA aad A
m, dmehtA we do o/fhiuoa A
"goodfood"
at King andWilliam Sts. (Beside theDonut Castle)
Open Mon-Wed 11:30 am-11:00 pm
Thurs-Sat 11:30am-12 pm, Sun 5:00 pm-10:00 pm
•MB^^^^aBBaHtaBBBa^BBBBBBBBBBBaBaaaaBBaaaaBBBBBBBBBBBBlllll^i^BNBlBMBHBBBaiMBBMi^aNHa*^"'^
MEDICAL SCHOOL
APPLICANTS
If you plan to attend an
Ontario Medical School in
September 1980, applications
must be submitted by
NOVEMBER 15, 1979
Applications are available in
the Career Information Centre
(lower floor, Student Services Centre)I
NEED^I
CONFIDENTIAL I
HELP? I
LEGAL AID
DEPARTMENT
2ndFloor S.U.B.
Mor. Th«r». lOaaa—4pa
Fri. 10«--2p-
-884-5330
579-3990
Birthright
offers free pregnancy tests,
medical assistance,
housing, legal aid, mater-
nity clothing, counselling,
and support forwomen
with problem pregnancies.
Intramural Action
Tuesday, October 30
Playoffs 3/5
7:45 Artsie Hopefuls vsComic Reliefs
Playoffs: Thursday, November 1; 7:15 lst-4th; Ragtags vs Goon Platoon
8:15 2nd-3rd; CSA vs Lads FC
Thursday, November 8; 7:15 Final
NOTE: Games will be played even in bad weather
Intramural Hockey Rosters
Soccer Standings — Final
Goals Goals
Team Games Won Lost Points For Against
Women's Inter-Res Volleyball
Purple
Gold
Coed Volleyball Standings
Purple
Gold
Women's Volleyball
Final Standings
Touch Football Standings Oct. 26
North
South
East
West
Short
Stop
by Joe Veit
The Hawks played Saturday's game
without defensive tackle Pete
Hepburn, who is suffering from a
severely bruised leg and is listed as a
doubtful starter for this week. Paul
Heatherington and Fred West filled
in for Hepburn and did an
outstanding job. Heatherington
played most of the game while West
came on in the fourth quarter and
picked up a couple of quarter back
sacks. Allstar linebacker Rich Payne
acknowledged the fact that
Heatherington and West did a fine
job of filling in for Pete but in the
words of Richie, "We'd still like to
get the big "H" back because he's a
big man for the Hawks "D".
* » *
Hawky Hawks will be in action
tonight at the Kitchener Aud.
against the Western Mustangs.
Game time is 8:00and the admission
is free with your I.D. card. Come
and watch the Mustangs get
whipped in hockey tonight and in
football on Saturday.
* * *
Hats off to Tuffy Knight on being
voted coach of the year in the O-
QIFC (W).
Hawks receiver Dan Kirby had an
interesting comment following
Saturday's game. He said, "If we
play as well as we did today we can
go all the way, but we have to take
the games one at a time."
* * *
INTRAMURAL ICE HOCKEY SCHEDULE
NOTE: $15.00 is payable, per player for a mesh hockey jersey and ice
time, the first game of the schedule. You will not go on the ice if the
money is not payed.
Men's Volleyball Wednesday, October 31
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ream 1
31 Bruins
Team 2 Team 3 Team 4
WLU No Stars Fubar-Bio Zeros
5cott Smith
Rick Iverson
loe Willis
Rick Bell
Brad Courtis
3ary Godreau
Ken Martin
Malcolm Jones
rim Doherty
Eric Terry
Brian Timmis
Z!olin McNeil
John Lowry
rom Shurrie
vlark Wendland
vlike McAra
Doug Gowanlock Dan Poirier Les Tataky
Brian Fowler Kevin Kevndeisma Fred Moffatt
Sil Fanelli Dean Thompson Sandy French
Kirk Sabo Rob Purdy John Pease
Tim Wilson Steve McMillan Ed Jewinski
Kevin Kelter Rick Rolls Kevin Day
Stu Hammond S. Braun Tim McCullough
Tim Currie Jim McCrae Mike Smith
John Groen Louis Fallis Scott Brunum
Marlin Muleart Frank Mallory Rob Mills
Dave Gent Keith Manning Doug Steadmand
Gary Bruce Glen Burkholder Rod McKeown
Rob Morrow Larry Stinson John Menchella
Carey Cline Jon Falk Bill Cathers
Jeff Clark Todd Schaffer Carl Clutchey
Steve Wilkie Dave Rautio Hohn Howey
Scott Brown
ream 5
Cieography
Team 6 Team 7 Team 8
Beaver Eaters B3 Little Indecent Assault
Dave Neil
John Donnachie
Barry Hohol
Phil Cooper
Ralph Schroth
Vlero Russell
3ary Wain
Larry Brown
rom Payne
Bill McGarry
John Parker
Dave Clancy
3reg Emms
David Scholl
Frank Lauzon
Henry Epp
\
L
\
C
T
L
C
C
b
\
Jim O'Keeffe Emile Bakker Pat Hruley
Billy Burke Tony Acuri Steve Donelle
Scott Leeming Mike Taylor Ross Rud
John Middup Ian Clark Brian Whitlock
Steve Clark Dave Gilroy Rick Charnuske
Ralph Carter Tony Martindale Lyle Strickland
Frank Furgiuele Bill Donnelly Derek Greenside
John Hannivan Gord Kennedy John Lanteigne
Gary Jeffries Mike Sweeney Jamie Richards
Ian Dunbar George Hurst Ray Bauer
Doug Douhose Ed Gettings Don Beitz
Archie Miller Steve Roseater Tim Johnson
John McVittie Chris Riddell Jim Taylor
Paul Saabas Dave Baland Rob Young
John Sop Jim Vanosch John Kuypers
G. Smart Dom Ruso Mark Mayo
Mark Frayne
C. Cassidy
T. Brown
Bill Walters
Paul Monaghan
Team 9
FB Eyes
Dan McDonald
John Stewart
Paul Fisher
Doug Wallace
Chris Healy
Jerry Gaston
Jim Turnbull
Jeff Sympns
Doug Underhill
J.R. Brown
Floyd Fennema
Branden Doddy
Gerry Miller
John MacMilla
Jim Stevens
Dan Edwards
Team 10 Team 11
Willison Al B2 Game Cocks
John Herald Ted Karomlac
Brian Loney Bill Cathers
Mike Angus John Menchella
Ted Harvey Rob Murray
Jim Wright Rob Wright
Ken Onstead Paul Hanson
Tim Baines Dave Martinko
Scott Cameron Brian Bartlett
Barry Wild Joe Hall
Joe Szostak a. Rich Campbell
Geoff WillbuVn Geln Hdardman
Peter O'Brien Luke Brown
Antonio Prvenians John Bateman
Tom Pladsen John Robinson
Steve Davidson Warren Fenning
Rob Murray
lagtags
:sa
,ads FC
}oon Platoon
!l Brewers
i 4
4
3
3
4
3
3
2
2
1
1
2
1
1
3
6
6
4
4
2
II
5
5
2
5
5
3
3
5
7
3 Chicks
.AA
lonrad D3W
!onrad A2
lickory House
3
2
2
1
0
0
1
1
3
3
6
4
4
2
0
!onrad B3
lonrad Bl'/z
!onrad C2
bnrad Dl
'onrad D2W
2
1
1
0
1
2
2
3 '
Jroup Centroid
Irish
Intachables
una Fish
Cadiver
[arais
;umps
4
3
2
2
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
3
3
3
oes Bar & Grill
Jttle Clara Blue
jeography
uibar Biology
Vingers
:uler Deulers
Cheryl Coats
3
2
2
2
2
1
0
0
1
1
1
2
3
4
6
4
4
4
4
2
0
Hopefuls
Reliefs
lusan Proctors
4
2
0
0
2
4
8
4
0
iantucci
ius Bullies
lhaboo's
>9's
>ack
Jagley's
Ausic Hawks
4
4
2
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
2
3
3
3
Criminal insane
Watt Studz
Conzo Dogs
B52's
St. Jeromes
McKelvie's Mob
' V~»
_
1
_ _
__t_'_ *~l
_
t J
4
3
3
1
1
0
0
1
1
2
2
3
8
6
6
2
' 2
0
Varner s
Barrat's
Off Campus
AIE Mad Dogs
Biology -,,"
Bl Little
4
3
3
2
1
i
o
2
2
2
3 '•■
*4■::'•'
1
8
6
6
4
2
il Willison
12 Little
il Brewers
13 Willison
12 Willison.
iolyneux
4
3
1
1
1
0
1
2
3
3
3
4
8
6
2
2
2
0
Mon. 22 Oct. Tue. 23 Oct. Mon. 29 Oct. Tues. 30 Oct.
11:00 1-8 11:00 3-10 11:00 7-9 11:00 5-11
12:00 2-9 12:00 4-11 12:00 6-10 12:00 1-2
Bues 5, 6, 7 Byes 3, 4, 8
Mon. 5 Nov. Tue. 6 Nov. Mon. 12 Nov. Tue. 13 Nov.
11:00 10-4 11:008-2 11:007-11 11:006-4
12:009-3 12:00 7-1 12:00 8-10 12:00 5-3
Byes 5, 6, 11 Byes 1, 2, 9
Mon. 19 Nov. Tue. 20 Nov. Mon. 26 Nov. Tue. 27 Nov.
11:006-5 11:00 10-2 11:009-11 11:007-3
12:00 9-1 12:00 11-3 12:00 8-4 12:00 6-2
Byes 4, 7, 8 Byes 1, 5, 10
Mon. 3 Dec. Tue. 4 Dec. Mon. 7 Jan. Tue. 8 Jan.
11:005-7 11:002-11 11:006-8 11:00 1-4
12:00 1-10 12:00 3-4 12:00 5-9 12:00 2-3
Byes 6, 8, 9 Byes 7, 10, 11
Mon. 14 Jan. Tue. 15 Jan. Mon. 21 Jan. Tue. 22 Jan.
11:00 3-1 11:00 9-6 11:00 4-2 11:00 8-5
12:00 10-5 12:00 8-7 12:00 11-1 12:00 7-6
Byes 2, 4, 11 Byes 3,9, 10
Mon. 28 Jan. Tue. 29 Jan. Mon. 4 Feb. Tue. 5 Feb.
11:002-5 11:004-7 11:00 1-6 11:00 3-8
12:00 3-6 12:00 10-9 12:00 2-7 12:00 11-10
Byes 1, 8, 11 Byes 5, 4, 9
Mon. 11 Feb. Tue. 12 Feb. Mon. & Tue.
18 & 19 Feb.
11:00 4-5 11:00 10-7 NO GAMES
12:00 11-6 12:00 9-8 READING
Byes 1, 2, 3 WEEK
Mon. 25 Feb. Tue. 26 Feb. Mon. 3 March Tue. 4 March
11:00 11-8 11:00 5-1 PLAYOFFS BEGIN
12:004-9 12:00FREE 11:00 A. lst-5th 11:00 C. 3rd-7th
ICE TIME 12:00 B. 2nd-6th 12:00 D. 4th-8th
Byes 2, 3,6, 7, 10
Mon. 10 March Tue. 11 March
11:00 B.-D. 1 1:00 One Game
12:00 A.-C. Final Regulation Time
Vally's
ipar's
Villison Al
il Brewers
3
1
1
0
0
2
3
3
i
6
2
2
0
n
Wednesday, November 7
Playoffs
7:45 lst-4th, 2nd-3rd
8:45 Final
Belts made from natural full grain
leather, hand sewn and hand-rubbed.
Beautiful light antique brown colour
with a solid brass buckle. Available in
even sizes from 20" to 46" in widths
of .1" and I!#*. $12.50 each md. shipping.
1' RH 111 *
For prompt delivery and our money-bock
guarantee, send cheque or money order to:
HeritageLeather
Box 2482, Kitchener, Ontario N2H 6M3.
r DON'T YOU UNDERSTAND? 1I SAID SAUZA! TEQUILA SAUZA! ITHE NUMBER ONE TEQUILA IN 1THE COUNTRY! DO YOU READ ME? ]
NUMBER ONE, NUMERO UNO! J
YOU BETTER UNDERSTAND IT! i
I'VE GOTTA GO NOW! Jk
' I JL- -
rt—t
%jg&mmmwm&i&A
NUMERO UNO IN MEXICO AND IN CANADA
THE
CORD
WEEKLY
In this issue . . .
—Hawks slice Windsor out ofSemi-
finals
—a modern masterpiece of
psychological horror
—no rest for the wicked
—laughing with Broadfoot
—being successful and getting a job
-six WLU stars among the best in
the division
-and lots ofletters AGAIN!
IThursday, November 1,1979Volume 20, Number 8
PIC
BY
CARL
FRIESEN
Larry Rygus (56) and Conrad dc Barros (26) join forces to haul down Windsor quarterback Scott Mallender.
®foroßsm. "5 pcs To Open Evenings
Luncheon 11:30 to 2 p.m. °Llc*fis«d under L.L.8.0.
You must be 19or overto
enter the Pickle Cellar. W7 1 A /** mmt ' *%? 'JL 'M I lil 2 £ *«m^ST—• Wed 4:30 - 7:00 p.m.
il fif3oirbli>l!l I homemade soup Placement and Career Services will be openX HyitEUE ]|U AND COFFEE , . f ■ *"' 11IH (ft>Unr /I I purchase of evenings during the month of November■ n\wtlUll/fl any sandwich . . ,I I Ma„s„, co,„M on a tnal basis t0 meet the needs of■F luncheon „m!oR„TBurioS 125 Extension Students; Co-op Students whoH/ Lic«n*»o LL BO MM slaw 1 r>r»
P .a„ef
are currentl >' of* campus; and those students':^mmmmmmmZJ a,h55£T'SS: 1»» with day-time jobs.All the Pickles you ab,es ■
l can »af ... Changing Hot Menus daily
Kr I EDWIN F. WATSON,
EVERY WED. IS 111 Child Welfare LeaguTof AmericaWyF-T HUGGY'S VARIETY SHOW Mil
m%m % \mr nr\M'T AMIOC* ITI fJJA Thursday, 8 November 1979lIL JmW UUN I /W/bb IT! Zm 8:00 p.m. Room IEI Arts Building
V THE fiRAND III II . ,r,K *"i» #* /Iff Coffee with the speaker after the lecture
